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1. Introduction
In this paper, we develop Teichmu¨ller theoretical methods to construct
new minimal surfaces in E3 by adding handles and planar ends to existing
minimal surfaces in E3. We exhibit this method on an interesting class of
minimal surfaces which are likely to be embedded, and have a low degree
Gaußmap for their genus. In particular, we exhibit a two-parameter family
of complete minimal surfaces in the Euclidean three-space E3; these surfaces
are embedded (at least) outside a compact set and are indexed (roughly) by
the number of ends they have and their genus. They have at most eight self-
symmetries despite being of arbitrarily large genus, and are interesting for a
number of reasons. Moreover, our methods also extend to prove that some
natural candidate classes of surfaces cannot be realized as minimal surfaces in
E3. As a result of both aspects of this work, we obtain a classification of a
family of surfaces as either realizable or unrealizable as minimal surfaces.
This paper is a continuation of the study we initiated in [WW]; in a
strong sense it is an extension of that paper, as the essential organization of
the proof, together with many details, have been retained. Indeed, part of
our goal in writing this paper was a demonstration of the robustness of the
methods of [WW], in that here we produce minimal surfaces of a very different
character than those produced in [WW], yet the proof changes only in a few
quite technical ways. (In particular, the present proof handles the previous case
of Chen-Gackstatter surfaces of high genus as an elementary case.) Indeed in
the intervening years between our initial preparation of this manuscript and its
final revision for publication, this method has been applied to produce other
families of surfaces of substantively different characteristics or to prove their
nonexistence ([WW2], [MW]).
1.1. The surfaces. Hoffman and Meeks (see [Ho-Me]) have conjectured
that any complete embedded minimal surface in space has genus at least r−2,
where r denotes the number of ends of the surface. In this paper, we pro-
vide significant evidence for this conjecture in the situation where the surfaces
have eight symmetries. This is an important case for two reasons: first, it is
presently unknown whether there are any complete embedded minimal sur-
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faces which have no symmetries1, and second, there are very few families of
examples known where there are more than four ends. (Indeed, the only such
constructions available are from the recent work of Kapouleas [Kap], where
the genus is both high and inestimable.)
In particular, we consider two families of surfaces, with the first included
in the second. The first case consists of surfaces CTg which generalize Costa’s
example [Cos]. We prove
Theorem A. For all odd genera g, there is a complete minimal sur-
face CTg ⊂ E3 which is embedded outside a compact surface with boundary
of genus g, with g parallel (horizontal) planar ends and two catenoid ends.
The symmetry group of CTg is generated by reflective symmetries about a pair
of orthogonal vertical planes and a rotational symmetry about a horizontal line.
These surfaces represent the borderline case for the conjecture. (The even
genus cases have substantially different combinatorics, and require a different
treatment.) Consider the Riemann surface underlying such an example: it is a
fundamental theorem of Osserman [Oss1] that such a surface is conformally a
compact surface of genus g, punctured at points corresponding to the ends. Let
Z denote the vertical coordinate of such a minimal surface: clearly, Z is critical
at the g points corresponding to the planar ends, the two points corresponding
to the catenoid ends, and g interior points where the two reflective planes meet
the surface.
We generalize these surfaces as follows, imagining Drilling additional
Holes to obtain surfaces DHm,n (see §3.7).
Theorem B. (i) For every pair of integers n ≥ m ≥ 1, there exists a
complete minimal surface DHm,n ⊂ E3 of genus m+ n + 1 which is embedded
outside a compact set with the following properties: it has 2n + 1 vertical
normals, 2m+ 1 planar ends, and two catenoid ends. The symmetry group is
as in Theorem A.
(ii) For n < m, there is no complete minimal surface with those symme-
tries of the type DHm,n (and 2n+1 vertical normals, 2m+1 planar ends, and
two catenoid ends).
In the second statement, the surfaces for which we prove nonexistence are
in precise analogy with the surfaces for which we prove existence. There are
many configurations of surfaces which have the given eight symmetries and
2n + 1 vertical normals, 2m + 1 planar ends, and two catenoid ends, and we
will indicate the range of possible choices in §3: in the nonexistence section,
1Added in proof. M. Traizet [Tr] has announced the proof of the existence of a complete
embedded minimal surface with no symmetries.
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we concentrate only on the candidates which the rest of the paper indicates are
most likely to exist. In particular, we do not prove a more general statement
ruling out all surfaces of the rough description of having 2n+1 vertical normals,
2m + 1 planar ends, and two catenoid ends (although many of the possible
configurations we do not treat would also have no minimal representatives,
with the proofs of nonexistence being precisely analogous to the proof we give
in §7). We give a precise formulation of the statement of Theorem B(ii) at the
outset of §7.
Theorem A follows from Theorem B (i) by setting n = m = 12(g−1). The
weak embeddedness statement in Theorem B is strengthened somewhat in §9;
we conjecture (supported by some numerical evidence) that these surfaces are,
in fact, embedded. The restriction to planar ends is unnecessary: in §8 we
show that these surfaces are deformable to having catenoid ends. Theorem B
is displayed in tabular form at the end of §3. (In that table, we also add some
information about the case m = 0, which was excluded from the statement of
Theorem B.)
In summary, for the case of “essentially embedded” surfaces (i.e. those
surfaces which are embedded outside of a compact set) with eight symmetries
and odd ends, the conjecture is robustly true: no counterexamples (of the type
DHm,n) may exist for g < r−2, and any pair (r, g) describes an example when
g ≥ r − 2.
Below are two pictures of the surface DH1,2, one showing it completely,
the other exhibiting only the central planar end:
DH1,2 surface and middle end
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1.2. The proof. As one of our principal goals is the description of this
method, we now give an overview; in §2.3, we give a fairly detailed sketch.
In particular, our discussion in that subsection is quite general, as we aim to
outline an approach to proving existence results for wide classes of minimal
surfaces, even if we only carry out that plan for the specific classes described
above.
Minimal surfaces in space can be defined in terms of their Weierstrass data:
a pair of meromorphic forms on the underlying Riemann surface. Conversely, a
pair of meromorphic forms on a simply connected domain naturally determines
a (local) minimal surface, up to some mild compatibility requirement on the
divisors. Defining a minimal surface with some homology is substantially more
difficult however, as this requires a compatibility of periods of three one-forms
(say (α1, α2, α3)) defined via the data. A common approach to this global
“period problem” is to prescribe sufficient symmetry of the minimal surface
so that the conformal structure of the minimal surface is apparent; one then
searches for appropriate meromorphic one-forms α1, α2, α3 on that Riemann
surface. As our minimal surfaces will have only a few symmetries, we are unable
to determine the conformal structure of the surface a priori , or even to restrict
it sufficiently well so that we might adapt that common approach; we develop
a different approach. We handle this “period problem” by instead studying
the (developed) flat structures associated to the αi: in this formulation, the
periods are identifiable as vectors in C, and the period problem is soluble when
those vectors are compatible (see §§3.2, 3.3 for the precise relationships). In
fact, for many surfaces with interesting shapes, there are large moduli spaces
of triples of flat structures whose geometries are compatible in the sense that if
the underlying Riemann surfaces were conformally identical, the flat structures
would correspond to Weierstrass data with a “solved” period problem.
Thus, we have translated the problem of producing a minimal surface in
E3 with prescribed shape into a problem in Teichmu¨ller theory: in a moduli
space ∆ of compatible triples of flat structures, find a triple whose underlying
Riemann surfaces coincide. This we solve nonconstructively by introducing a
nonnegative height function H : ∆ → R+ on ∆, which has the features of
being proper, and whose only critical point is at a solution to our problem.
The bulk of the paper is a description of this height function (§4.3), a proof of
its properness (§4.6), and a proof that its only critical points are at solutions
(§5, §6). An interesting feature of this proof is that it is inductive: the triples of
flat structures for a slightly less complicated minimal surface lie on a boundary
face of the compactified moduli space ∆ of compatible triples of flat structures
for more complicated surfaces. We consider this solution (on ∆) to the less
complicated problem as the point-at-infinity of a particularly good locus in
the moduli space ∆ on which to restrict the height and look for a solution.
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This bootstrapping from slightly less complicated solutions to solutions is the
‘handle addition’ referred to in the title of the paper.
Along the way, we learn quite a bit about moduli spaces of pairs of flat
structures. The bulk of §4 is devoted to describing asymptotic relationships
between the underlying conformal structures of flat disks with alternating hor-
izontal and vertical sides of corresponding lengths. Most of §5 concerns esti-
mates on infinitesimal changes in the conformal structure of a flat structure
given a prescribed infinitesimal change in its Euclidean geometry; §6 concerns
the effects on a flat structure of the opening of a node in a Riemann surface.
Our pace in this exposition is occasionally casual, as we have tried to in-
clude a number of motivating examples along the way. Indeed, we feel these
illustrate the power of our approach. For instance, it is occasionally immedi-
ately clear (and even a straightforward calculation) that the moduli space ∆
for a shape is empty — we then conclude that there is no minimal surface with
that shape (see §3.5.2, §7). There are also instances when the moduli space is
an identifiable singleton, from which we may conclude immediately that such
a shape is realizable minimally; in §3.5.1, we find that this is true for Costa’s
surface, obviating the need for the analysis of elliptic functions in the proof of
the existence of this particular surface, and yielding a conceptually new proof
of the existence of this surface.
Here is a detailed discussion of the contents of this paper: we begin in §2
with some background in Teichmu¨ller theory and minimal surfaces, the two
subjects which we relate in this paper. The proof of Theorem B occupies the
bulk of the paper (§3 through §7, §9). While the details are occasionally quite
technical and the arguments require some space to present completely, the ba-
sic plan and ideas are rather straightforward; we give a step-by-step summary
in §2.3. Our objects of study are minimal surfaces which have sufficient sym-
metries so that the fundamental domain for the action is a disk. An equivariant
form on that surface induces a flat structure on the disk with straight bound-
aries, and we study such domains (“orthodisks”) and their moduli spaces in §3.
Also in §3, we meet our main new technical obstacle: we allow our domains
to develop into E2 as branched covers of the plane. This introduces many
complications into the analysis in terms of allowing many different types of
geometrically defined motions and degenerations within the moduli spaces, as
well as some difficulties in defining the frontiers of the moduli space. We deal
with these difficulties in §4, where we introduce our height function and prove
its properness. In §6 we find a good locus within moduli space on which to
flow to a solution, and in §5 we prove that we may flow along that locus to
a solution. In §7, we prove the nonexistence portion of the classification The-
orem B, and we conclude in §8 by extending some of our results: we extend
to cases of higher dihedral symmetry in §8.1, and to nonplanar ends in §8.2.
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Finally, in §8.3, we end by offering evidence that our surfaces are embedded; in
particular, we state that the surfaces are regularly homotopic to an embedding,
by a compactly supported regular homotopy. (Space considerations force us
to defer the proofs of the statements in §8.2 and §8.3 to the book [WW2].)
Acknowledgments. It is once again a pleasure to acknowledge our indebt-
edness to Hermann Karcher for many conversations related to this work, and
for a very careful reading which led to a much improved exposition. We also
appreciate the helpful comments of the referee.
2. Background, notation, and a sketch of the argument
2.1. Minimal surfaces.
2.1.1. The Weierstrass representation. Any complete minimal surface M
of finite total curvature in E3 can be defined by
z 7→ Re
∫ z
·
(ω1, ω2, ω3)
where ωi are three meromorphic 1-forms on a compact Riemann surface R
such that
ω21 + ω
2
2 + ω
2
3 ≡ 0.
This last condition is usually eliminated by writing
ω1 =
1
2
(G−G−1)dh, ω2 = i
2
(G+G−1)dh, ω3 = dh
where G is the Gauss map and dh the height differential. Here dh is a closed
(but not necessarily exact) differential on the underlying Riemann surface R.
The pair G and dh are called the Weierstrass data for the minimal sur-
face M .
Significant geometric data attached to such a surface are the total absolute
curvature
K :=
∫
R
|K|dA = 4π · degree of the Gauss map
and its Riemannian metric
ds =
(
|G|+ 1|G|
)
|dh|.
At an end, the value of the Gauss map gives the normal to the asymptotic
plane. The metric becomes infinite by completeness, and the order of decay or
degeneration describes the type of end: The only possible embedded ends are
Catenoid ends and planar ends for which
ds ∼ ∞2.
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They are distinguished by the Gauss map: for a catenoid end, it is single-valued
and for a flat end, the Gauss map has higher multiplicity. For the planar ends
we will construct, we will assume that the Gauss map at a flat end has local
degree three.
Given a Riemann surface R, a meromorphic function G on R and a mero-
morphic form dh on R for which the metric ds above is regular except at an
acceptable collection of distinguished points on R, we can attempt to use the
constructed forms ωi and the formula (called the Weierstrass representation)
z 7→ Re
∫ z
·
(
1
2
(G−G−1)dh, i
2
(G+G−1)dh, dh)
to define a minimal surface in space. This procedure works locally, but the
surface is only well-defined globally if the periods
Re
∫
γ
(
1
2
(G−G−1)dh, i
2
(G+G−1)dh, dh)
vanish for every cycle γ ⊂ R. The problem of finding compatible meromorphic
data (G, dh) which satisfy the above conditions on the periods of ωi is known
as ‘the period problem for the Weierstrass representation’.
We will find it convenient to use the following psychologically different
well-known version of the above period conditions and Weierstrass data: we
will attempt to specify compatible forms Gdh and G−1dh so that the periods
satisfy
(2.1a) Re
∫
γ
dh = 0
and
(2.1b)
∫
γ
Gdh =
∫
γ
G−1dh.
The equivalence to the original period problem is elementary.
The forms α1 = Gdh, α2 = G
−1dh, and α3 = dh lead to singular flat
structures on the underlying Riemann surfaces, defined via the line elements
dsαi = |αi|. These singular metrics are flat away from the support of the
divisor of αi; on elements p of that divisor, the metrics have cone points with
angles equal to 2π(ordαi(p) + 1). More importantly, the periods of the forms
are given by the Euclidean geometry of the developed image of the metric dsαi
– a period of a cycle γ is the distance in C between consecutive images of a
distinguished point in γ. We reverse this procedure in §3: we use putative
developed images of the one-forms Gdh, G−1dh, and dh to solve formally the
period problem for some formal Weierstrass data.
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2.2. Teichmu¨ller theory. For M a smooth surface, let Teich (M) denote
the Teichmu¨ller space of all conformal structures on M under the equivalence
relation given by pullback by diffeomorphisms isotopic to the identity map
id: M −→M . Then it is well-known that Teich (M) is a smooth finite dimen-
sional manifold if M is a closed surface.
There are two spaces of tensors on a Riemann surface R that are impor-
tant for the Teichmu¨ller theory. The first is the space QD(R) of holomorphic
quadratic differentials, i.e., tensors which have the local form Φ = ϕ(z)dz2
where ϕ(z) is holomorphic. The second is the space of Beltrami differentials
Belt(R), i.e., tensors which have the local form µ = µ(z)dz¯/dz.
The cotangent space T ∗[R](Teich (M)) is canonically isomorphic to QD(R),
and the tangent space is given by equivalence classes of (infinitesimal) Beltrami
differentials, where µ1 is equivalent to µ2 if∫
R
Φ(µ1 − µ2) = 0 for every Φ ∈ QD(R).
If f : C→ C is a diffeomorphism, then the Beltrami differential associated
to the pullback conformal structure is ν = fz¯fz
dz¯
dz . If fε is a family of such
diffeomorphisms with f0 = id, then the infinitesimal Beltrami differential is
given by ddε
∣∣
ε=0
νfε =
(
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
fε
)
z¯
. We will carry out an example of this
computation in §5.2.
A holomorphic quadratic differential comes with a picture that is a useful
aid to one’s intuition about them. The picture is that of a pair of transverse
measured foliations, whose properties we sketch briefly (see [FLP] for more
details).
A Ck measured foliation on R with singularities z1, . . . , zl of order
k1, . . . , kl (respectively) is given by an open covering {Ui} of R− {z1, . . . , zl}
and open sets V1, . . . , Vl around z1, . . . , zl (respectively) along with real valued
Ck functions vi defined on Ui such that
(i) |dvi| = |dvj | on Ui ∩ Uj ,
(ii) |dvi| = | Im(z − zj)kj/2dz| on Ui ∩ Vji.
Evidently, the kernels ker dvi define a C
k−1 line field onR which integrates
to give a foliation F on R− {z1, . . . , zl}, with a kj + 2-pronged singularity at
zj . Moreover, given an arc A ⊂ R, we have a well-defined measure µ(A) given
by
µ(A) =
∫
A
|dv|
where |dv| is defined by |dv|Ui = |dvi|. An important feature required of this
measure is its “translation invariance”. That is, suppose A0 ⊂ R is an arc
transverse to the foliation F , with ∂A0 a pair of points, one on the leaf l and
one on the leaf l′; then, if we deform A0 to A1 via an isotopy through arcs At
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that maintains the transversality of the image of A0 at every time, and also
keeps the endpoints of the arcs At fixed on the leaves l and l
′, respectively,
then we require that µ(A0) = µ(A1).
Now a holomorphic quadratic differential Φ defines a measured foliation
in the following way. The zeros Φ−1(0) of Φ are well-defined; away from these
zeros, we can choose a canonical conformal coordinate ζ(z) =
∫ z√
Φ so that
Φ = dζ2. The local measured foliations ({Re ζ = const}, |dRe ζ|) then piece
together to form a measured foliation known as the vertical measured foliation
of Φ, with the translation invariance of this measured foliation of Φ following
from Cauchy’s theorem.
Work of Hubbard and Masur ([HM]) (see also alternate proofs in [Ke],
[Gar] and [Wo]), following Jenkins ([J]) and Strebel ([Str]), showed that given a
measured foliation (F , µ) and a Riemann surface R, there is a unique holomor-
phic quadratic differential Φµ on R so that the horizontal measured foliation
of Φµ is equivalent to (F , µ).
Extremal length. The extremal length ExtR([γ]) of a class of arcs Γ on a
Riemann surface R is defined to be the conformal invariant
ExtR([γ]) = sup
ρ
ℓ2ρ(Γ)
Area(ρ)
where ρ ranges over all conformal metrics on R with areas 0 < Area(ρ) < ∞
and ℓρ(Γ) denotes the infimum of ρ-lengths of curves γ ∈ Γ. Here Γ may consist
of all curves freely homotopic to a given curve, a union of free homotopy classes,
a family of arcs with endpoints in a pair of given boundaries, or even a more
general class. Kerckhoff ([Ke]) showed that this definition of extremal lengths
of curves extended naturally to a definition of extremal lengths of measured
foliations.
For a class Γ consisting of all curves freely homotopic to a single curve
γ ⊂ M , (or more generally, a measured foliation (F , µ)) we see that Ext(·)(Γ)
(or Ext(·)(µ)) can be constructed as a real-valued function Ext(·)(Γ): Teich(M)
−→ R. Gardiner ([Gar]) showed that Ext(·)(µ) is differentiable and Gardiner
and Masur ([GM]) showed that Ext(·)(µ) ∈ C1 (Teich(M)). (In our particular
applications, the extremal length functions on our moduli spaces will be real
analytic; this will be explained in §4.5.) Moreover Gardiner computed that
dExt(·)(µ)
∣∣
[R]
= 2Φµ
so that
(2.2)
(
dExt(·)(µ)
∣∣
[R]
)
[ν] = 4Re
∫
R
Φµν.
This formula will be crucial to our discussion in §5.3.
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2.3. A brief sketch of the proof. While the details of the arguments are
sometimes quite involved, the basic logic of the approach and the ideas of the
proofs are quite simple. Moreover, it is quite likely that they extend to large
classes of other minimal surfaces (see [MW], [WW2]), so in this subsection, we
sketch the approach, as a step-by-step recipe.
Step 1. Draw the surface. The first step in proving the existence of a
minimal surface is to work out a detailed proposal. This can either be done
numerically, as in the work of Thayer ([Th]) for the Chen-Gackstatter surfaces
and Boix and Wohlgemuth ([Bo], [Woh2]) for the low genus surfaces we treat
here, or it can be schematic, showing how various portions of the surface might
fit together. We follow the latter approach here, which requires quite a bit of
terminology – there are many ways to orient and order the handles and ends
in a surface of genus five with five planar ends and two catenoid ends, even
under an additional restriction on symmetry. To narrow the list of possibilities,
one applies either some numerical work, or some intuition, or one attempts to
continue with the outline of the proof. We develop the terminology for this
process and define the models for some of our candidates in §3.6, and for the
rest of them in §3.7.
Step 2. Compute the divisors for the forms Gdh and G−1dh. From the
model that we drew in Step 1, we can compute the divisors for the Weierstrass
data, which we just defined to be the Gauss map G and the ‘height’ form dh.
(Note here how important it is that the Weierstrass representation be given
in terms of geometrically defined quantities — for us, this gives the passage
between the extrinsic geometry of the minimal surface as defined in Step 1 and
the conformal geometry and Teichmu¨ller theory of the later steps.) Thus we
can also compute the divisors for the meromorphic forms Gdh and G−1dh on
the Riemann surface (so far undetermined, but assumed to exist) underlying
the minimal surface. Of course the divisors for a form determine the form
up to a constant, so the divisor information nearly determines the Weierstrass
data for our surface. These Weierstrass data are computed in §3.6 (and §3.7,
for an extended class) as well.
Step 3. Compute the flat structures for the forms Gdh and G−1dh required
by the period conditions. A meromorphic form on a Riemann surface defines
a flat singular (conformal) metric on that surface; for example, from the form
Gdh on our putative Riemann surface, we determine a line element dsGdh =
|Gdh|. This metric is locally Euclidean away from the support of the divisor
of the form and has a complete Euclidean cone structure in a neighborhood
of a zero or pole of the form. Thus we can develop the universal cover of the
surface into the Euclidean plane.
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The flat structures for the forms Gdh and G−1dh are not completely ar-
bitrary; because the periods for the pair of forms must be conjugate (formula
(2.1b)), the flat structures must develop into domains which have a particular
Euclidean geometric relationship to one another. This relationship is crucial
to our approach, so we will dwell on it somewhat. If the map D : Ω −→ E2 is
the map which develops the flat structure of a form, say α, on a domain Ω into
E2, then the map D pulls back the canonical form dz on C ∼= E2 to the form α
on Ω. Thus the periods of α on the Riemann surface are given by integrals of
dz along the developed image of paths in C, i.e. by differences of the complex
numbers representing endpoints of those paths in C.
We construe all of this as requiring that the flat structures develop into
domains that are “conjugate”: if we collect all of the differences in positions of
parallel sides for the developed image of the form Gdh into a large complex-
valued n-tuple VGdh, and we collect all of the differences in positions of corre-
sponding parallel sides for the developed image of the form G−1dh into a large
complex-valued n-tuple VG−1dh, then these two complex-valued vectors VGdh
and VG−1dh should be conjugate. This is the flat structure implication of the
period condition formula (2.1b), here using that our situation allows that the
periods of all cycles can be found from differences of positions of parallel sides
in a flat structure. Thus, we translate the “period problem” into a statement
about the Euclidean geometry of the developed flat structures. This is done
at the end of §3.6 (and again in §3.7, for the extended class of surfaces).
The period problem (2.1a) for the form dh will be trivially solved for the
surfaces we treat here.
Step 4. Define the moduli space of pairs of conjugate flat domains. Now
we work backwards. We know the general form of the developed images (called
ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh, respectively) of flat structures associated to the forms Gdh
and G−1dh, but in general, there are quite a few parameters of the flat struc-
tures left undetermined, even after we have assumed symmetries, determined
the Weierstrass divisor data for the models and used the period conditions
(2.1b) to restrict the relative Euclidean geometries of the pair ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh.
Thus, there is a moduli space ∆ of possible candidates of pairs ΩGdh and
ΩG−1dh; our period problem (condition (2.1b)) is now a conformal problem of
finding such pairs which are conformally equivalent by a map which preserves
the corresponding cone points. (Solving this problem means that there is a
well-defined Riemann surface which can be developed into E2 in two ways, so
that the pair of pullbacks of the form dz gives forms Gdh and G−1dh with
conjugate periods.)
The condition of conjugacy of the domains ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh often dictates
some restrictions on the moduli space, and even a collection of geometrically
defined coordinates. We work these out in the §4.2 and §4.4.
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When these moduli spaces are empty, we have a proof of nonexistence:
this is the case for the surfaces studied in part (ii) of Theorem B – see §7.
Step 5. Solve the conformal problem using Teichmu´ller theory . At this
juncture, our minimal surface problem has become a problem in finding a
special point in a product of moduli spaces of complex domains; we will have
no further references to minimal surface theory. The plan is straightforward:
we will define a height function H : ∆ −→ R with the properties:
1 (Reflexivity) The height H equals 0 only at a solution to the conformal
problem.
2 (Properness) The height H is proper on ∆. This ensures the existence of
a critical point.
3 (Noncritical Flow) If the height H at a pair (ΩGdh,ΩG−1dh) does not van-
ish, then the height H is not critical at that pair.
This is clearly enough to solve the problem: we now sketch the proofs of
these steps.
Step 5a. Reflexivity . We need conformal invariants of a domain that pro-
vide a complete set of invariants (for Reflexivity), have estimable asymptotics
(for Properness), and computable first derivatives in moduli space (for the
Noncritical Flow Property). One obvious choice is a set of functions of ex-
tremal lengths for a good choice of curve systems, say Γ = {γ1, . . . , γK} on the
domains; it is sufficient for Reflexivity that the extremal lengths of these curves
provide coordinates for ∆. Suitable curve systems are defined for our exam-
ples in §4.2 and §4.4. We then define a height function H which vanishes only
when there is agreement between all of the extremal lengths ExtΩGdh(γi) =
ExtΩ
G−1dh
(γi) and which blows up when ExtΩGdh(γi) and ExtΩG−1dh(γi) ei-
ther decay or blow up at different rates. See for example Definition 4.3.1 and
Lemma 4.5.5.
Step 5b. Properness. Our height function will measure differences in
the extremal lengths ExtΩGdh(γi) and ExtΩG−1dh(γi). Often, but not always,
a geometric degeneration of the flat structure of either ΩGdh or ΩG−1dh will
force one of the extremal lengths Ext·(γi) to tend to zero or infinity, while
the other extremal length stays finite and bounded away from zero. This is a
straightforward situation where it will be obvious that the height function will
blow up. A more subtle case arises when a geometric degeneration of the flat
structure forces both of the extremal lengths ExtΩGdh(γi) and ExtΩG−1dh(γi)
to decay simultaneously (or explode). In that case, we begin by observing
that there is a natural map between the vector 〈ExtΩGdh(γi)〉 and the vector
〈ExtΩ
G−1dh
(γi)〉. This pair of vectors is reminiscent of pairs of solutions to a
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hypergeometric differential equation, and we show, by a monodromy argument
analogous to that used in the study of those equations, that it is not possible
for corresponding components of that vector to vanish or blow up at identical
rates. In particular, we show that the logarithmic terms in the asymptotic
expansion of the extremal lengths near zero have a different sign, and this sign
difference forces a difference in the rates of decay that is detected by the height
function, forcing it to blow up in this case. The monodromy argument is given
in §4.7, and the properness discussion consumes §4.
Step 5c. Noncritical flow . The domains ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh have a re-
markable property: if ExtΩGdh(γi) > ExtΩG−1dh(γi), then there are always
deformations so that when we deform ΩGdh so as to decrease ExtΩGdh(γi), the
conjugacy condition forces us to deform ΩG−1dh so as to increase ExtΩG−1dh(γi).
We can thus always deform ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh in order to reduce one term of
the height function H. We develop this step in §5.
Step 5d. Regeneration. In the process described in the previous step, an
issue arises: we might be able to reduce one term of the height function via
a deformation, but this might affect the other terms, so as not to provide an
overall decrease in height. We thus seek a locus Y in our moduli space where
the height function has but a single nonvanishing term, and all the other terms
vanish to at least second order. If we can find such a locus Y, we can flow along
that locus to a solution. To begin our search for such a locus, we observe which
flat domains arise as limits of our domains ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh: commonly, the
degenerate domains are the flat domains for a similar minimal surface problem,
maybe of slightly lower genus or a few fewer ends.
We find our desired locus by considering the boundary ∂∆ of the closure
∆ of the moduli space ∆; this boundary has strata of moduli spaces ∆′ for
minimal surface problems of lower complexity. By induction, there is a solution
X ′ of those problems represented on such a boundary strata ∆′ (with all of
the corresponding extremal lengths in agreement), and we prove that there is
a locus Y ⊂ ∆ inside the larger moduli space ∆ (with Y limiting on X ′) which
has the analogues of those same extremal lengths in agreement. As a corollary
of that condition, the height function on Y has the desired simple properties.
This is developed in §6.
The proof may be summarized as follows: we restrict to a locus Y on
which we have the Noncritical Flow Property. By step 5b, the height function
H is proper on Y; thus there is a critical point X on Y for H. The Noncritical
Flow then forces H(X) = 0, so by Reflexivity, the surface represented by X is
a solution to our conformal problem, and hence also defines a solution to the
minimal surface problem.
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3. The geometry of orthodisks
In this section we introduce the notion of orthodisks.
3.1. Orthodisks. Consider the upper half-plane and n ≥ 3 distinguished
points ti on the real line. The point t∞ =∞ will also be a distinguished point.
We will refer to the upper half-plane together with these data as a conformal
polygon and to the distinguished points as vertices. Two conformal polygons
are conformally equivalent if there is a biholomorphic map between the disks
carrying vertices to vertices, and fixing ∞.
Let ai be some odd integers such that
(3.1) a∞ = −4−
∑
i
ai.
By a Schwarz-Christoffel map we mean the map
(3.2) F : z 7→
∫ z
i
(t− t1)a1/2 · . . . · (t− tn)an/2dt.
A point ti with ai > −2 is called finite, otherwise infinite. By (3.1), there is at
least one finite vertex (possibly at t∞).
Definition 3.1.1. Let ai be odd integers. The pull-back of the flat metric
on C by F defines a complete flat metric with boundary on H ∪ R without
the infinite vertices. We call such a metric an orthodisk. The ai are called
the vertex data of the orthodisk. The edges of an orthodisk are the boundary
segments between vertices; they come in a natural order. Consecutive edges
meet orthogonally at the finite vertices. Every other edge is parallel under
the parallelism induced by the flat metric of the orthodisk. Oriented distances
between parallel edges are called periods. The periods can have four different
signs: +1,−1,+i,−i.
Remark. The integer ai corresponds to an angle (ai + 2)π/2 of the or-
thodisk. Negative angles are meaningful because a vertex (with a negative
angle −θ) lies at infinity and is the intersection of a pair of lines which also
intersect at a finite point, where they make a positive angle of +θ.
In all the drawings of the orthodisks to follow, we mean the domain to be
to the left of the boundary.
Example 3.1.2. This is conceivably the simplest orthodisk, bounding the
second quadrant in R2:
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Simple orthodisk
Example 3.1.3. Here is an orthodisk with a branch point which is drawn
fat. The disk consists of the region northwest of the larger 5-vertex boundary
and the region northwest of the fat vertex boundary.
Branched orthodisk . . .
To get a clear picture of this orthodisk, we can glue the following two
domains together along the fat diagonal boundary line, in exactly the way
that a Riemann surface is assembled from several sheets and a branch cut.
. . . decomposed into two pieces
Denote by γi an oriented curve connecting edge titi+1 with edge ti+2ti+3.
There are n − 1 such curves. We will denote by the same name, also, their
homotopy classes. It is well-known that the extremal lengths Ext(γi) determine
the conformal structure of the conformal polygon. This follows because the
extremal lengths of a conformal quadrilateral determine the cross-ratios of the
vertices of the quadrilateral, and the cross-ratios then determine the vertices
of the polygon, where we view the vertices as distinguished points on the
boundary of, say, the disk.
Each orthodisk has a natural conformal structure and hence determines
a conformal polygon. Vice versa, given a conformal polygon and applying the
Schwarz-Christoffel map to it, one obtains an orthodisk with certain periods.
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By scaling, one can arrange for one period to be (say) 1. We then call this
map a normalized period map.
Applying the Schwarz-Christoffel discussion above, and then using the
implicit function theorem, one can prove the following proposition (which we
will never use, so we omit a detailed proof):
Lemma 3.1.4. The normalized map from the space of conformal polygons
to periods of orthodisks of given vertex data is locally injective.
We will restrict our attention to a subclass of orthodisks which have a real
symmetry.
Definition 3.1.5. An orthodisk is called symmetric if it has a reflectional
symmetry which fixes two vertices.
All of the orthodisks under discussion have angles which are odd multi-
ples of π/2, and, with but two exceptional cases of the vertices representing
the catenoid ends, the angles alternate between being congruent to π/2 and
congruent to 3π/2 modulo 2π; the result of this combinatorics of angles is that
any symmetric orthodisk must fix a pair of vertices that are on ‘opposite’ sides
of the orthodisks, each halfway between the vertices representing the catenoid
ends.
The above Examples 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 are symmetric. As a convention we
will draw all orthodisks such that the symmetry line is the diagonal y = −x.
3.2. From orthodisks to Riemann surfaces. We begin with an orthodisk X
and we describe in this section a method to canonically construct a hyperelliptic
Riemann surface Z with a meromorphic 1-form ωX from X.
Let X be a conformal polygon. First double X along its boundary; i.e.,
take X and a copy X (with the opposite orientation) and glue X and X
together along their commonly labelled edges. The resulting complex space Y
is then topologically a sphere with distinguished points which we also call ti;
moreover, the sphere Y (punctured at the infinite vertices) inherits a complete
singular flat structure from X and X. To see this last statement, begin by
observing that the flat structure on (int X)∪ int(X) extends across the interior
of the boundary segments of ∂X and ∂X because those segments are straight.
At the finite vertices, the flat structure has cone-like singularities, while the
infinite vertices are at infinite distance from any point in a neighborhood of
them. More precisely, we compute that at the finite vertices, the cone angle at
the vertex of the sphere Y corresponding to ti will be αi = 2π(ai/2 + 1). We
use formally the same formula to attach (negative) cone angles to the vertices
at infinity. In fact the end corresponding to a vertex ti at infinity in C is
conformally the same as the infinite end of a cone with cone angle −αi.
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Next, construct simple closed curves ci = γi∪γi on Y by connecting γi on
X with the oppositely oriented arc γi on X. Now, as Y is a double of X, the
extremal lengths of the ci determine the conformal structure of the punctured
sphere Y . Finally, construct the hyperelliptic double cover Z over Y branched
over the vertices ti. The conformal structure of this covering is independent
of the choice of branching slits. However, this is not true for its Teichmu¨ller
class: the choice of slits affects the marking of the surface, i.e., the choice of a
basis for π1Z. Because we soon want to measure distances in Teichmu¨ller space
between points constructed this way, we need to choose the slits consistently:
we take as branch slits the odd numbered edges. It is then easy to check that
ci has two lifts to Z whose sum is null homologous. To pick a specific lift, we
make, once and for all, a choice: choose, for each i, a lift c˜i of ci. Subsequent
constructions will depend on that choice, so we will have to ensure that the
final statements are independent of this choice.
Metrically, on the double cover Z we obtain a lifted flat cone metric with
cone angles α˜i = 2π(ai+2) at the lifts of ti: this angle is an odd multiple of 2π.
Furthermore, because only parallel edges of X and X are glued together in the
whole construction, the cone metric on Z has no linear holonomy. Hence the
exterior derivative of the (locally defined) developing map of the flat structure
defines a global holomorphic 1-form ωX on Z. (In slightly different language:
we develop the flat structure on Z into the Euclidean plane E2, on which there
is defined the one form dz, in the usual coordinates. Because the flat structures
on the orthodisks X and X are bounded by horizontal and vertical lines, and
our identifications take horizontal edges to horizontal edges and vertical edges
to vertical edges, the transition maps between the distinct developed images
of, say, X, are given by translations. Thus the form dz pulls back to a well-
defined one-form ωX on Z.) This form ωX has zeroes at the lifts of ti of order
ai+1; here, negative orders correspond to poles. Because the developing map
is only defined up to a complex linear transformation, the 1-form ωX will only
be defined up to homothety.
Lemma 3.2.1. Up to a factor independent of i, the period of ωX along c˜i
is the period of γi.
Proof. Note that the developing map of a flat metric is (locally) only
well-defined up to post-composition with a complex linear transformation, so
that the 1-form ω is well-defined up to multiplication by some nonvanishing
complex number. After having made that choice, a period of ω along c˜i is
by construction the difference between the image (under the developing map
defining this choice of ω) of the endpoint of ci and the image of its initial point;
this is because integrals of ωX along paths in Z push down via the developing
map to integrals of dz along pushed-forward paths in E2 ∼= C.
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3.3. From orthodisks to Weierstrass data. We describe how pairs of or-
thodisks can be used to write down formal Weierstrass data for minimal sur-
faces. This procedure reverses the construction of §2.1.1 where we find the
flat structures associated to a minimal surface; here we will begin to solve the
period problem for a minimal surface by first specifying pairs of relevant flat
structures (formally ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh) whose geometry represents compatible
periods, in the sense of §2.1.1.
Definition 3.3.1. Two orthodisks X1 and X2 on the same underlying con-
formal polygon but with different angles (exponents) are called conformal. By
the construction above, they give rise to two distinct meromorphic 1-forms
ω1, ω2 on the same Riemann surface Z.
Definition 3.3.2. Two orthodisks X1 and X2 with different vertex data
are called conjugate if there is a line l ⊂ C so that corresponding periods are
symmetric with respect to that line.
Definition 3.3.3. Two orthodisks X1 and X2 are called reflexive if they
are conformal and conjugate.
Now suppose that the pair of orthodisks X1 and X2 are defined on the
same conformal polygon. Let the corresponding 1-forms on Z be denoted ω1
and ω2. We want to find a meromorphic function G (the Gauss map) and a
meromorphic 1-form dh (the height differential) such that
ω1 = Gdh,
ω2 = G
−1dh
and such that G and dh are Weierstrass data of a minimal surface on Z.
To solve the above equations, denote the vertex data of X1 by ai and the
vertex data of X2 by bi (recall that these are odd numbers). Then at a point
ti on the putative underlying Riemann surface, the meromorphic quadratic
differential ω1ω2 has a zero of order ai+ bi+2 which is an even number; thus,
we first ask for dh with zero of order 12(ai + bi) + 1.
Here is a simply defined but quite general case where one can find such a
dh:
Lemma 3.3.4. Suppose that, for each index i, the sum ai+bi ≡ 0 (mod 2).
Then there is a meromorphic 1-form dh on Z as above with all periods purely
imaginary.
Proof. Consider, on the sphere Y , the meromorphic 1-form
ω =
n∏
i=1
(t− ti)(ai+bi)/2dt.
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Lift it via the hyperelliptic covering projection to Z and call the lift dh. Clearly,
this meromorphic 1-form has the required zeroes (and poles) at the preimages
of the ti.
The periods of dh are all computable as periods of the form ω on Y which
are all computable as 2πi multiples of purely real residues.
This lemma will apply to all cases needed. We deduce:
Theorem 3.3.5. Let X1 and X2 be reflexive orthodisks with exponents ai
and bi. Suppose that ai + bi ≡ 0 (mod 2). Then the above Weierstrass data
define a minimal surface.
Proof. It remains to show that the Weierstrass data thus found have
purely imaginary periods, or equivalently (see formula (2.2)) that the forms
Gdh and G−1dh have conjugate periods. Yet the forms Gdh and G−1dh on the
Riemann surface Z are lifted from the canonical forms on the orthodisks X1
and X2, respectively; the conjugacy of the orthodisks X1 and X2 then forces
the periods of Gdh and G−1dh on the Riemann surface Z to be conjugate.
Definition 3.3.6. We call the pair of vertex data ai, bi of a pair of orthodisks
of the same genus formal Weierstrass data.
3.4. Geometric significance of the formal Weierstrass data. In this section
we assume that we have a pair of reflexive orthodisks (i.e., conjugate orthodisks
defined over the same underlying conformal ploygon) and we then determine
the geometric data of the resulting minimal surface. These data will be given
in terms of the formal Weierstrass divisor data aj and bj.
First, by construction, the Riemann surface resulting from a pair of con-
formal orthodisks with n = 2g + 1 vertices will have genus g.
Recall (§2.2) that the Riemannian metric of the associated minimal surface
with Weierstrass data G and dh is given by
ds = (|G| + 1|G| )|dh|.
Singularities of this metric can only occur at the 2g + 2 vertices of the
conformal polygon, where the branching (of the surface Z over the double Y )
occurs. By the divisor discussion, the one-form dh will have a zero of order
1+ ai+bi2 and G a zero of order
ai−bi
2 . Hence |G|+ 1|G| will have a pole of order
|ai−bi|
2 and thus to have a complete metric it is necessary and sufficient that
2 + ai + bi ≤ |ai − bi|
for all i (including the vertex at infinity!).
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It is also easy to compute the total curvature or equivalently the degree
of the Gauss map as
degG =
1
2
∑
ai>bi
ai − bi
where the index i =∞ is possibly included.
In the following table we compile a list of typical special points on minimal
surfaces and the resulting vertex data. Formal Weierstrass data are then given
as ordered lists of points of these types, and these types only. In particular,
these special points appear as vertices on the conformal polygons, with ver-
tex data given as fractions of cone angles for the flat structures of the forms
(Gdh,G−1dh, dh). The fractions arise because a neighborhood of a special
point on the Riemann surface may n-fold cover a neighborhood of its image on
the conformal polygon, so that the cone angle on the conformal polygon will
be 1n of the cone angle on the Riemann surface. Formal Weierstrass data are
conformal polygons labelled with vertex data chosen from this table.
Denote by H finite nonbranch points of the minimal surface where the
symmetry curves intersect, by C a catenoid end, by P a planar end with
degree of the Gauss map equal to 3, and with R a point which lies on just one
symmetry arc. An up-arrow (↑) means that the Gauss map takes the value∞,
a down-arrow (↓) that the Gauss map takes the value 0. Then the divisors at
the respective points are given by the table below:
G dh Gdh G−1dh 6 Gdh 6 G−1dh ex(Gdh) ex(G−1dh)
H ↑ −1 1 0 2 π/2 3π/2 −1 1
H ↓ 1 1 2 0 3π/2 π/2 1 −1
C ↑ −1 −1 −2 0 −π/2 π/2 −3 −1
C ↓ 1 −1 0 −2 π/2 −π/2 −1 −3
P ↑ −3 1 −2 4 −π/2 5π/2 −3 3
P ↓ 3 1 4 −2 5π/2 −π/2 3 −3
R ↑ −1 1 0 2 π 3π 0 2
R ↓ 1 1 2 0 3π π 2 0
The last two columns just contain the vertex data ai and bi of the formal
Weierstrass data for Gdh and G−1dh. The last two rows record angles that
are not quite in the same pattern as the previous rows; the points R have a
surrounding neighborhood with only a two-fold symmetry while the points H,
C, and P all have neighborhoods with a four-fold symmetry. These points will
only be important in §8.2 when we indicate how one might deform the surfaces
with planar ends into those with catenoid ends. (Full details will be given in
[WW2].)
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3.5. Examples of simple orthodisks. In this section we give some moti-
vating examples of minimal surfaces and their corresponding orthodisks. We
begin first with some discussion about moduli spaces of orthodisks, which we
shall later formalize at the outset of §4. We then organize our examples into
families, depending upon whether the associated moduli spaces are empty,
singletons, or nontrivial.
To begin then, observe that from some formal Weierstrass data, we may
draw orthodisk systems consisting of conjugate orthodisks ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh
for the forms Gdh and G−1dh, respectively. We often have some freedom in
deciding the lengths of the edges of the orthodisks, even up to equivalence of
conformal polygons. Thus, the formal Weierstrass data determine a moduli
space of conjugate orthodisk systems {ΩGdh,ΩG−1dh}. While the function the-
ory of this moduli space is the principal subject of this paper, here we shall
content ourselves with a few examples for which the moduli space is either
trivial or small. (See [WW2] for more examples.)
3.5.1. A singleton moduli space.
Example 3.5.1. The Costa surface DH0,0 (= CT0). This surface is the
starting point for the investigations in this paper. We seek a torus with two
catenoid ends (C1 and C2), one planar end P1 and one finite point H1 with
vertical normal. We also assume our standard eight symmetries: reflections
about two orthogonal vertical planes and a rotation about a horizontal line.
(Previous existence and uniqueness proofs may be found in [Cos] and [Ho-Me].)
From the table in §3.4, we can write formal Weierstrass data for this surface,
assuming that the points occur on the real line in the order C1 − P1 − C2
− H1. We will justify this assumption in §3.6; however, below we reproduce
a computer image of a fundamental domain of Costa’s surface for the group
generated by reflections in vertical planes. This makes apparent the conformal
polygon, and the order of the special points on its boundary.
A table corresponding to the one in §3.4 is given below; it computes the
cone angles for the formsGdh andG−1dh on the putative conformal polygon for
Costa’s surface. These flat structures are drawn below, assuming an additional
symmetry about the line {y = −x}.
G dh Gdh G−1dh 6 Gdh 6 G−1dh ex(Gdh) ex(G−1dh)
C1 ↓ 1 −1 0 −2 π/2 −π/2 −1 −3
P1 ↑ −3 1 −2 4 −π/2 5π/2 −3 3
C2 ↓ 1 −1 0 −2 π/2 −π/2 −1 −3
H1 ↓ 1 1 2 0 3π/2 π/2 1 −1
Yet recall that any conformal quadrilateral with a symmetry across a
diagonal is conformally equivalent to a square.
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A quarter of Costa’s surface — a conformal image of the orthodisks
Costa orthodisks
Thus we then note that (as in Example 3.5.1), the moduli space of possible
examples consists only of the singleton of a pair of square tori, so that the only
element in the moduli space is a reflexive pair. This establishes the existence
of this surface, by a proof that is somewhat distinct from the other proofs of
existence of this surface ([Cos], [Ho-Ka]).
3.5.2. Empty moduli spaces.
Nonexample 3.5.2(i). Catenoid with one handle. In this example, we try
to construct a minimal surface with two catenoid ends and one handle. Now, a
theorem of Schoen [Sch] implies that any minimal surface of genus g ≥ 1 with
but two embedded catenoid ends cannot exist; here we will require in addition
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the eightfold symmetry present in all of our examples. Yet, it is clear from
an analysis of the orthodisks pictured below that such a surface cannot exist
with 4-fold symmetry, because there is no symmetric and conjugate pair: the
periods from C1C2 to H1H2 are conjugate about the line {y = −x}, while the
periods from C2H2 to H1C1 are conjugate across the line {y = −x}.
Catenoid with one handle
We will use this technique of showing nonexistence extensively when we
prove the nonexistence parts of the main theorem.
Nonexample 3.5.2(ii). The Horgan surface DH0,1. The second example is
called the Horgan surface (see [Ho-Ka]): To visualize it, start with one plane
and two handles growing upward and downward and perpendicular to each
other. Both handles connect to catenoid ends. This looks almost as shown in
the following figure:
The Horgan surface?
This pattern leads to a sequence
C1 − P − C2 −H2 −M −H1 − C1
(see §3.6) where M denotes a previously unencountered regular point where
the symmetry lines cross. The orthodisks are as follows:
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Horgan orthodisk
Recently, one of us [W] showed that this surface cannot exist by a method
that is different from that used in Example 3.5.2(ii). Therefore, this moduli
space is empty. We find it remarkable that our general existence proof fails at
precisely one point for the case of this surface; see §4, after Definition 4.1.1.
3.6. Orthodisks for the Costa towers. This section is intended to give a
heuristical picture for the Costa towers and to derive the orthodisk pairs from
this picture.
As a first series of new examples, we introduce the orthodisks for gener-
alized Costa surfaces which we call Costa towers:
Definition 3.6.1. A Costa tower of genus g is a complete minimal surface
CTg of genus g with two parallel catenoid ends and g planar ends which are
all embedded. These surfaces have total curvature 4π(g + 2).
Remark 3.6.2. The existence of generalized Costa surfaces is known for
g ≤ 2 and numerical evidence has been provided for g = 3; see [Cos], [Bo], [Ho-
Me], [Woh1], [Woh2]. All these examples have (at least) a two-fold reflectional
symmetry at two perpendicular planes intersecting in the z-axis. In their
construction, this assumption makes the period problem low dimensional. The
genus 1 Costa surface has the square torus as underlying Riemann surface and
is known to admit a deformation to all rectangular tori such that the planar
end becomes catenoidal.
We will briefly discuss these deformations from our point of view in §8.2.
To get an impression of how these surfaces might appear, imagine cutting a
catenoid by g horizontal planes. For each plane, we have to resolve a singularity
which looks topologically like a horizontal plane cut by a vertical cylinder. We
replace a neighborhood of the singular locus in the complex of cylinder and
plane by one of the two shapes below; i.e., we replace the upper part of the
cylinder by a Y -piece whose lower two boundary components are glued to two
holes in the plane and glue the boundary component of the lower part of the
cylinder to another hole in the plane in between the two first holes, and finally
glue the boundary of the flat planar piece to the planar boundary of the excised
neighborhood.
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Building blocks for informal surface models
We will call the left gadget a U -module (for up) and the right one a D-
module (for down). It is convenient to regard the planar portions of the figures
as extending indefinitely.
Stacking g copies of these modules over each other and finishing with
catenoidal ends yields a rough informal model of candidates for a Costa tower
of genus g. These models are not very realistic, but they will suffice to write
down candidate formal Weierstrass data for the surfaces.
Remark 3.6.3. At first glance there are two more possible constructions
of this type, which are obtained by rotating the above pieces by 90◦ around
the z-axis, but it turns out that these give no new Weierstrass data, so we will
neglect them from the beginning.
Despite this, there are still many possible ways to attach these modules
to each other, but we will not attempt to discuss all of them. Only for a
very distinctive construction will our proof establish the existence of minimal
surfaces corresponding to these models, and we have presently no contribution
to make regarding the others. For these other models, no complete existence
or nonexistence proofs are known, but numerical experiments make it doubtful
that other module towers will produce more minimal surfaces.
Now we proceed to derive the Weierstrass candidate data defined by a
module tower. Cutting a generalized Costa surface composed of these modules
by its two vertical symmetry planes decomposes it into four congruent simply
connected domains which we want to describe using orthodisks. The first step
is to recover the formal Weierstrass data from the putative geometry:
Lemma 3.6.4. Let X be a generalized Costa surface consisting of g mod-
ules Xi of type U . Denote by Pi the point on X corresponding to the planar
end of module i and by Hi the saddle point of that module Xi. Denote by G
the Gauss map and by dh the height differential of X. Then the divisors of G
and dh are given by the table below :
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(G) = C11P
−1
1 H
1
1P
1
2H
−1
2 · · ·P (−1)
g
g H
−(−1)g
g C
−(−1)g
2
(dh) = C−11 P
1
1H
1
1P
1
2H
1
2 · · ·P 1gH1gC−12
(Gdh) = H21P
2
2 · · ·
(G−1dh) = C−21 P
2
1H
2
2 · · · .
Proof. First we determine the direction of the normal vector at all of the
vertical points of G. We can assume that the outer normal vector at the upper
catenoid end C1 is pointing downward. As can be read off from the above
figure, the normal will switch between up and down from planar end to planar
end. Hence all odd labeled planar ends will have an upward pointing normal,
all even planar ends a downward pointing normal, and the bottom catenoid
end has normal pointing up if and only if g is even. Again by the figure above,
the normal at the saddle point of a module point is always in the opposite
direction as the normal at the planar end. Using the information from the
table at the end of §3.4, we get the claimed divisors.
Definition 3.6.5. Let T be a sequence of length g consisting of symbols
U and D. A surface of type T is a generalized Costa surface consisting of
modules Xi where the handle of module i grows upward (resp. downward) if
the symbol i is U (resp. D).
Lemma 3.6.6. Let X be a surface of type T . Then the formal Weierstrass
data are explicitly determined by the type T .
Proof. To see this, we first consider a surface where all modules are U -
modules. We follow the symmetry line given by the intersection with the
y = 0-plane, beginning at the top catenoid end on the left. This line goes
down to the first planar end to the left. There the total angle is divided into
four equal pieces by the two symmetry lines meeting there. We continue now on
the symmetry line defined by the x = 0-plane which goes down into the second
planar end. Continuing this process and switching to another symmetry line
at each vertex, we descend through all planar ends until we reach the bottom
catenoid end. From there, we ascend through all handles back to the top
catenoid end. We denote this closed path by
C1 → P1 → P2 → . . .→ Pg → C2 → Hg → . . .→ H2 → H1 → C1.
Now exchange the kth module by a D-module. As can be seen from the figure
above, this affects only the entries Pk and Hk in the path list; they are just
exchanged. Hence for an arbitrary surface X of type D we get a path sequence
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C1 → A1 → A2 → . . .→ Ag → C2 → Bg → . . .→ B2 → B1 → C1
where Ak = Pk and Bk = Hk if the module Xk is of type U and Ak = Hk and
Bk = Pk otherwise.
We now give some low genus examples to illustrate the domains. The im-
ages are developed images of the flat structures ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh for Gdh and
G−1dh (respectively) on the Riemann surfaces: the domain is locally always
to the left of the curve. We indicate the corners with angle 5π/2 by a fat dot.
The genus 1 example using just one handle is the Costa surface; see Ex-
ample 3.5.1.
For genus 3, there are essentially two distinct possible symmetric module
sequences with types (UUU) and (UDU); i.e., there are only these two up to
replacing a ‘U’ by a ‘D’ and vice versa.
Orthodisks for the UUU candidate surface
Orthodisks for the UDU candidate surface
We will only be able to prove the existence of the second one. Numerical
investigations give little hope that the first one also exists. Starting with the
second surface, we will inductively construct all our other examples.
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To see how the surface of type T = (UD)nU evolves as n increases, here
are the orthodisks for UDUDU :
The UDUDU candidate orthodisks for a genus 5 surface
Geometrically, our choice of candidate surfaces can be characterized by
the property that the intersection of the surface with the symmetry planes
contains one arc component which connects all the finite points with vertical
normal (on the z-axes) while all other arc components connect the ends.
The pair of orthodisks for the general surface of type CTn = (UD)
nU -
surface of genus g = 2n+1 are indicated below. These surfaces have 2 catenoid
ends denoted by C1, C2; g planar ends denoted by {Pk}; and g finite points
with vertical normals at the handles denoted by {Hk}. There are 4n+4 vertices
in each orthodisk, of which n are branch points.
The ΩGdh orthodisk for CTn
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The ΩG−1dh orthodisk for CTn
3.7. More orthodisks by drilling holes. In the previous section, we have
described the candidate formal Weierstrass data of a family of minimal surfaces
generalizing Costa’s surface for every odd genus greater than 1. Now we are
going to add handles (without enlarging the symmetry group) to all these
surfaces in a symmetric fashion. We call this process hole drilling, and we will
designate the resulting surfaces as DHm,n surfaces.
We start with an informal description. For each odd integer n ≥ 3 we
describe a process of handle addition which inductively adds to the surface
of type (UD)nU an arbitrary number of handles without adding ends. Recall
that our Costa-tower surfaces are composed of a stack of modules called U -
and D-module.
Now we allow two other kind of modules, called F - and S-module (for
front and side) which are vertical cylinders with handles drilled through them
from the front or the side, as indicated:
Modules for drilling holes
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As in the case of the U - andD- modules, we are not able to prove existence
for surfaces made of arbitrary module sequences.
As for the Costa towers, our choice of candidate surfaces is characterized
by the property that the intersection of the surface with the symmetry planes
contains one arc component which connects all the finite points with vertical
normal (on the z-axes) while all other arc components connect the ends.
To be more specific, we will now add one handle to the UDU -surface.
There are apparently two possibilities according to the above rule, namely
USDU and UDFU . But it is easy to see that the module sequences SD and
DL generate equivalent formal Weierstraß data: If one follows the intersection
curves of these module sequences with the vertical symmetry planes, one ob-
tains the same pattern of special points at the z-axes, hence the same formal
Weierstrass data. So the topological significance of these modules does not
impose much restriction on the possible geometry of the surfaces.
Iterated hole drilling
Remark 3.7.1. This process does work formally for n = 1, but the candi-
date surface would be Costa’s surface with one handle added; this is known as
the Horgan surface. See Nonexample 3.5.2(ii).
We now describe the orthodisks arising from the handle addition process.
A module sequence of type UF or DU results in two consecutive finite corners
of angle π/2 and 3π/2 (or vice versa) of the orthodisks. Inserting a handle
according to the above rules results in adding two new finite corners in between
the old corners in a zigzag fashion. We illustrate this for USDU (compare with
Example 3.5.1).
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Growing a handle by adding the two new corners N1 and N2
Now that we have introduced these new module sequences, we can extend
our original one-parameter sequence of Costa towers to a two-parameter se-
quence of orthodisks. We introduce a new two-parameter family of orthodisks
and give geometric coordinates. To set notation, we consider a pair of or-
thodisks with 2n + 1 vertical normals at the z-axis and 2m + 1 planar ends.
Together with the two catenoid ends we have 2m+2n+4 Weierstraß points so
that the Riemann surface will have genus m+n+1. In the case m = n we are
in the situation of the Costa tower surfaces of type (UD)nU . We are aiming
now for n > m ≥ 0, the cases in which we will establish existence in the next
three sections.
Here is a table depicting these surfaces and giving their historical context:
m\n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 Costa Horgan ? ? ? ? ? ?
1 − B-W + + + + + +
2 − − + + + + + +
3 − − − + + + + +
4 − − − − + + + +
5 − − − − − + + +
Meaning of the symbols:
(1) ?: We have not been able to construct these surfaces. Constructing one
would imply the existence of the others with higher genus. We conjecture
that these do not exist.2
(2) −: We will see that these do not exist. This is a very special case of
the Hoffman-Meeks conjecture, and is the second portion of the Main
Theorem B.
2Added in Proof: This conjecture was confirmed in [MW].
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(3) +: Dealt with in the following sections, this is the first portion of the main
theorem.
(4) B −W : This surface was found numerically by Boix and Wohlgemuth;
see [Bo].
4. The space of orthodisks
4.1. Introduction. In this chapter, we will parametrize the space of pairs of
conjugate orthodisks by geometric data, set up a height function on this space
which measures the conformal distance between the two orthodisks and prove
its properness. The main point in choosing the geometric coordinates lies in
what we call the completeness condition: We require that whenever we have
a sequence of points leaving every compact set of the coordinate space (that
is, when a geometric degeneration occurs), at least one of the two orthodisks
ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh degenerates conformally. After introducing complete geo-
metric coordinates, the height function is set up to measure differences in the
extremal lengths of cycles in a way which detects precisely the degenerations
coming from a geometric degeneration. Because it can easily happen that a
geometric degeneration forces the simultaneous conformal degeneration of both
orthodisks, we also need to measure the rates of growth or decay of extremal
lengths. This is done by a technical monodromy argument which is postponed
to the final section 4.7. For the sake of clarity, we will now describe the height
function and formulate the monodromy theorem.
The height is constructed as a sum of terms, each of which measures the
possible conformal degeneration of the extremal length of one cycle:
Definition 4.1.1. Fix formal Weierstrass data and consider a cycle c in a
conformal disk. Given a pair of conjugate orthodisks ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh with
the chosen formal Weierstrass data, define the height of a cycle c by
H(c) =
∣∣∣e1/ExtΩGdh (c) − e1/ExtΩG−1dh (c)∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣eExtΩGdh (c) − eExtΩG−1dh (c)∣∣∣2 .
The definition of the height requires a choice of cycles ci and will be defined
as
H =
∑
i
H(ci).
This choice is restricted by two different requirements:
(1) Asymptotic computability. To prove properness, we need a precise asymp-
totic formula in the case of geometric degenerations. Such formulas are
available only in special situations. For us, this means that we have to
choose simple cycles or double cycles which are symmetric with respect to
the diagonal. Such cycles will be called admissible cycles.
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(2) Avoidance of certain edges: In the next chapter, we need to compute the
derivative of the height with respect to changes in the coordinates which
can be described as ‘pushing edges’. There, more cycles ending at the
pushed edge yield more terms of the height function that we will need to
control, so we aim not to have too many cycles meeting a particular given
edge.
These restrictions have the curious effect that it becomes easier to choose
the right cycles for surfaces of higher genus and with more topology; it is the
lowest genus case which causes most problems. And in fact, the reason that our
present proof does not extend to prove the existence of the nonexisting Horgan
surface (see [W]) is our inability to choose sufficiently many good cycles.
From the above form of the height function it is clear that we can prove
properness when we can ensure that the extremal length of a chosen cycle
tends to 0 or ∞ for one domain but remains bounded and bounded away
from 0 for the other one. However, we will encounter situations where the
extremal length of a cycle degenerates to zero (or infinity) simultaneously in
both domains. Here we will need to invoke the following theorem, proven in
§4.7 as Lemmas 4.7.1 and 4.7.2 by a monodromy argument:
Monodromy Theorem 4.1.2. Fix formal Weierstrass data and an ad-
missible cycle c (see above). Consider a sequence of pairs of conjugate or-
thodisks ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh such that either c encircles a single edge in ΩGdh
shrinking geometrically to zero and both ExtX1(pn)(γ) → 0 and ExtX2(pn)(γ)
→ 0 or c foots on an edge in ΩGdh shrinking geometrically to zero and both
ExtX1(pn)(γ)→∞ and ExtX2(pn)(γ)→∞. Then H(c)→∞ as n→∞.
For the sake of a clear exposition, we have treated in detail the special but
most fundamental case CT3 = DH1,1 in §4.2 and §4.3, postponing the general
case to the two subsequent sections, §4.4 and §4.5. Historically, this surface
was first discovered numerically by Boix and Wohlgemuth ([Bo]).
4.2. Geometric coordinates for the DH1,1 surface. In this section, we de-
scribe geometric coordinates for our basic surface DH1,1.
Denote
∆ = {(y, b, g) ∈ R3 : 0 < y, b, g < 1, y + b+ g = 1}
and by ∆¯ its closure. For each point in ∆, we will associate a pair of orthodisks.
We introduce three cycles, called yellow, green, and blue:
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yellow cycle
blue cycle
green cycle
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Formally,
(1) yellow consists of (undirected) arcs connecting H3H2 with P1P2 and sym-
metrically H2H1 with P2P3.
(2) blue consists of (undirected) arcs connecting P3C2 with H3H2 and sym-
metrically C1P1 with H2H1.
(3) green consists of (undirected) arcs connecting P1P2 with H1C1 and sym-
metrically P2P3 with C2H3.
Why should we choose these particular curves? At this stage, the choice
has little to do with the eventual geometry of the minimal surface, and much
to do with the conformal and combinatorial geometry of the orthodisk: our
goal is to meet criteria (1) and (2) of the last subsection.
Now each orthodisk is determined up to scaling by the lengths of the
periods of these cycles which we denote by y, b, g subject to the condition
y+b+g = 1. Hence for any triple (y, b, g) ∈ ∆ we can form a pair of orthodisks
with these normalized period lengths. It is clear that these orthodisks will be
conjugate.
We call ∆ a geometric coordinate system for the formal Weierstrass data
of type DH1,1. By this we mean the following:
Definition 4.2.1. Let formal symmetric Weierstrass data be given. A geo-
metric coordinate system is an open subset ∆ of a Euclidean space such that for
each point in ∆, there is a pair of normalized symmetric conjugate orthodisks
with the given Weierstrass data such that the periods of the orthodisk are
linear functions in the coordinates of the point in ∆.
Here a pair of symmetric orthodisks is normalized if the outer sheet bound-
ary of the orthodisk ΩGdh consists of finite edges with total length equal to 1.
We will from now on only consider normalized orthodisks.
Here our geometric coordinate system ∆ records the periods for a set
of cycles that span the homology of the (covering) surface, hence provides
sufficient information for determining all of the periods via linear functions of
the given ones.
In the rest of this section we will show that our coordinate geometric
system is complete in the following sense:
Definition 4.2.2. A geometric coordinate system ∆ is called complete if for
any sequence of points in ∆ leaving any compact set, the conformal structure
of at least one of the orthodisks degenerates.
This condition will ensure that our height function satisfies the minimal
necessary requirements for being proper.
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Lemma 4.2.3. The above geometric coordinate system ∆ for DH1,1 is
complete.
Proof. Consider a sequence pn ∈ ∆ with pn → ∂∆. After choosing a sub-
sequence, we can assume that pn → p0 ∈ ∂∆ Now we want to detect conformal
degenerations of the orthodisk domains. For this it will be convenient to use
the extremal lengths of the cycle blue and another cycle mauve introduced
below:
mauve cycle
Mauve consists of curve connecting P3C2 with C1P1.
Denote the extremal length of a cycle (say blue) in (say) the orthodisk
ΩGdh as usual by ExtΩGdh(blue).
Geometric coordinate simplex
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We need to distinguish six cases (which are indicated in the above figure),
depending on the location of p0 in ∂∆:
(1) p0 = (0, 0, 1): ExtΩGdh(blue) = 0,
(2) p0 = (0, 1, 0): ExtΩ
G−1dh
(blue) =∞,
(3) p0 = (1, 0, 0): ExtΩGdh(blue) = 0,
(4) p0 ∈ (> 0, > 0, 0): ExtΩ
G−1dh
(mauve) =∞,
(5) p0 ∈ (> 0, 0, > 0): ExtΩGdh(blue) = 0,
(6) p0 ∈ (0, > 0, > 0): ExtΩGdh(mauve) =∞.
Since the degeneration of an extremal length clearly signals the degeneration
of the conformal structure, we are done.
4.3. The height function for DH1,1. Our aim is to define a proper function
on ∆ which is zero if and only if the two domains ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh given by
the geometric coordinates of the point are conformal. The conformal difference
between the two domains is naturally measured by expressions in the extremal
length like the Teichmu¨ller distance, which, however, is not proper.
To obtain properness, we need to measure rather subtle growth differences
of extremal lengths.
Another important point for the choice of the height function is that we
need to be able to decrease the height at noncritical points. This requires that
we control the first derivative of the height, and this means heuristically that
we should use as few curve families as possible in the definition of the height.
Definition 4.3.1. Consider on ∆ the height function
H1,1 =
∣∣∣e1/ExtΩGdh (blue) − e1/ExtΩG−1dh(blue)∣∣∣2
+
∣∣∣e1/ExtΩGdh (mauve) − e1/ExtΩG−1dh(mauve)∣∣∣2
+
∣∣∣eExtΩGdh (blue) − eExtΩG−1dh (blue)∣∣∣2
+
∣∣∣eExtΩGdh (mauve) − eExtΩG−1dh(mauve)∣∣∣2 .
Clearly the conformal structure of a domain ΩGdh or ΩG−1dh is determined
by the extremal lengths of blue and mauve, so that the height function is zero
if and only if the two domains are conformal.
It is also clear that the height function admits at least the possibility
of being proper, because at a boundary point, at least one of the extremal
lengths used is either 0 or ∞ by Lemma 4.2.3. The main difficulty arises when
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the extremal lengths for the same cycle degenerate for both orthodisks. This
requires that we measure extremal length growth rates and is responsible for
the complicated shape of the height function.
We can now prove, up to the crucial monodromy, Theorem 4.1.2.
Theorem 4.3.2. The above height function H1,1 is proper.
Proof. Consider a sequence pn ∈ ∆ with pn → ∂∆.
After choosing a subsequence, we can assume that pn → p0 ∈ ∂∆ and
that all extremal lengths of blue and mauve converge to some numbers in
R ∪ {0,∞}.
By Lemma 4.2.3, at least one of the extremal lengths in the definition
of the height function is 0 or ∞. Now observe that in the cases (3), (4) and
(5) of Lemma 4.2.3, ExtΩ
G−1dh
(mauve) → ∞ while ExtΩGdh(mauve) remains
bounded. Similarly, in case (6) ExtΩGdh(mauve)→∞ while ExtΩG−1dh(mauve)
remains bounded. This leaves us with the cases (1) and (2). Here both mauve
extremal lengths go to ∞.
The point now is that we are able to control the growth rates of the
extremal length of blue. It then follows from Theorem 4.1.2 that, independently
of the paths of approach to ∂∆, in case (1)
|e1/ExtΩGdh (blue) − e1/ExtΩG−1dh (blue)|2 →∞
while in case (2)
|eExtΩGdh (blue) − eExtΩG−1dh (blue)|2 →∞.
4.4. Geometric coordinates for the DHm,n surfaces. The goal of this
section is to introduce a set of coordinates for the moduli space of pairs of
symmetric orthodisks with formal Weierstrass data of type DHm,n and to prove
that they are complete.
Fix formal Weierstrass data ai of a symmetric orthodisk of type DHm,n
for the rest of this section.
The corresponding pairs of orthodisks have the following geometry: The
orthodisk ΩGdh has an outer sheet bounded by a polygonal arc with finite
vertices
C2 −H2n+1 −H2n − . . .−H1 −C1
and m interior sheets, each having one finite vertex, the branch point P2k.
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The orthodisk ΩG−1dh has an outer sheet bounded by a polygonal arc with
finite vertices
H2n+1 −H2n − . . .−H1
and m+ 1 interior sheets containing one finite branched vertex P2k+1 each.
A picture of such a pair of orthodisks is shown below for DH5,8. In the
following figures, the orthodisk ΩGdh will always be the left one. We discard
the labeling of the vertices.
The DH5,8 orthodisks
The first step is to set up a space of complete geometric coordinates as we
did for the DH1,1 surface. We face here a new difficulty: it is not the case that
for every orthodisk ΩGdh there is necessarily a conjugate orthodisk ΩG−1dh,
and vice versa. Thus, the geometric coordinate space has to be an appropriate
subset of the natural parameter spaces of both orthodisks, and in addition we
have to ensure that the coordinates are complete. We begin by an informal
description with examples and then give a formal definition. After we give the
formal definitions, we prove the setup suffices for our purposes in Lemmas 4.4.4
and 4.4.5.
The idea is to require that each branch point lie in a box which is bounded
by (extensions of) suitable orthodisk edges. Not only will this allow for the
existence of well-behaved moduli spaces, but it will also provide for important
degenerations of the domain at the boundary.
In the following figures, these boxes are shaded in gray, and when nec-
essary, separated by additional (suggestive) edges. When boxes overlap, they
are shaded more darkly. We also discard from now on the fat dots marking
the interior branch point — all interior vertices are branch points.
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Bounding boxes for DH2,4 and DH2,5
Bounding boxes for DH3,5 and DH3,6
Bounding boxes for DH4,6 and DH4,7
Bounding boxes for DH4,8
As a general rule, there are m boxes for ΩGdh (one for each branch point)
which are intersections of finite rectangles with the orthodisks. For ΩG−1dh,
there are m+ 1 boxes, the two outermost of them being intersections of half-
infinite rectangular strips with the orthodisks.
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As an illustration, we explain in detail how the boxes can be deduced from
the geometry for the DH2,4 surface:
In ΩG−1dh, the edge P4P5 clearly has to lie above the edge C2H9. The
conjugacy requirement for ΩGdh forces that the edge P4P5 lie to the right of the
edge C2H9. This forces, in ΩGdh, the edge P3P4 to lie above the edge H8H9.
Observe that this is an inductive process to get border lines of the bounding
boxes. In this most simple case, the induction immediately terminates: by
symmetry, the branch point P3 has to lie on the diagonal in ΩG−1dh, hence
the edge P3P4 lies left of H4H5, which causes, by conjugacy, the corresponding
edges to lie below each other in ΩGdh. This way we get a backward induction
in the general case, providing us with left and upper border lines for bounding
boxes for all branch points on and below the diagonal, up to the outermost
branch point in ΩG−1dh for which we do not get a left border line. By symmetry,
we also obtain such borders for the branch points above the diagonal. Finally,
the branch point on the diagonal is also bounded because the edge P2P3 lies
left of H1H2 in ΩGdh which gives a bound for P3 in ΩG−1dh.
The idea now is to specify the set of geometric coordinates as follows:
First, record the edge lengths of the boundary of the outer sheet of the or-
thodisk ΩGdh. Then adjoin to those the positions of the branch points within
the bounding boxes, measured as horizontal and vertical distances to the
boundary.
In this DH2,4 example, the space of geometric coordinates can be described
as the space of ΩGdh (left) orthodisks with the requirement that the branch
points lie inside the bounding boxes. Each such orthodisk is given by the data
for its outer sheet boundary zigzag and the position of one point in the L-
shaped box which itself is defined by the boundary zigzag. Using these data,
it is possible to construct a unique conjugate orthodisk ΩG−1dh such that its
branch points lie in the shaded bounding boxes. Furthermore, these coordi-
nates are complete; any degeneration of the coordinates which does not come
from an edge degeneration in ΩGdh stems from one branch point coming close
to the inner boundary of its shaded box. But this forces a branch point in
ΩG−1dh to come close to the outer boundary, forcing a conformal degenera-
tion. This concludes the discussion of the case DH2,4; the completeness of the
coordinates for the general case of DHm,n is proven in Lemma 4.4.5.
As a first step towards formally describing these boxes in the general case,
we introduce families of cycles which will be useful both for specifying the
coordinates and for defining the height function. In principle, there are four
cases to distinguish depending on the parities of m and n, but our notation
will hide most of the differences.
Denote
k = [m/2] and d = [
n−m
2
] + 1.
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We first introduce cycles related to the outer sheet:
α1 : P1C1 → H1H2
α2 : C1H1 → H2H3
α3 : H1H2 → H3H4
· · · : · · · → · · ·
α2n : H2n−2H2n−1→ H2nH2n+1
α2n+1 : H2n−1H2n → H2n+1C2
α2n+2 : H2nH2n+1 → P2m+1C2.
These cycles connect consecutive parallel edges of the outer sheet bound-
ary. Their periods are realized as the finite edges. The symmetry condition on
the orthodisk implies for these cycles
|Perαk| = |Perα2n+3−k|.
Next we introduce four families of cycles called λk, ρk, υk and δk (for left,
right, up, and down) connecting the horizontal and vertical edges of the inner
sheets to certain carefully chosen horizontal and vertical edges of the outer
sheet. The periods of these cycles will be used to define the bounding boxes:
ρ1 : P2P3 → H1H2
ρ2 : P4P5 → H3H4
· · · : · · · → · · ·
ρk : P2kP2k+1→ H2k−1H2k
υ1 : P1P2 → H1C1
υ2 : P3P4 → H3H2
· · · : · · · → · · ·
υk : P2k−1P2k→ H2k−1H2k−2
δ1 : P1P2 → Hd+3Hd+2
· · · : · · · → · · ·
δk : P2k−1P2k→ H2k+d+1H2k+d
λ1 : P2P3 → Hd+3Hd+4
· · · : · · · → · · ·
λk : P2kP2k+1→ H2k+d+1H2k+d+2.
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In the case that m is odd, we introduce in addition cycles for the box at
Pk+1. For odd n we set
ρk+1 : Pm+1Pm+2→ Hn+1Hn+2
δk+1 : PmPm+1 → HnHn+1
υk+1 : PmPm+1 → Hn−d−2Hn−d−1
λk+1 : Pm+1Pm+2→ Hn+d+3Hn+d+4
and for even n:
ρk+1 : Pm+1Pm+2→ HnHn+1
δk+1 : PmPm+1 → Hn+1Hn+2
υk+1 : PmPm+1 → Hn−d−1Hn−d
λk+1 : Pm+1Pm+2→ Hn+d+2Hn+d+3.
This defines cycles emanating from the inner ΩGdh sheet edges for the
sheets containing the branch points P2, . . . , Pk, that is, for all sheets above the
diagonal. For the sheets below the diagonal, we employ symmetry: Denote by
α′ the image of a cycle α under reflection at the diagonal y = −x. We then
define
λj = υ
′
m+1−j
ρj = δ
′
m+1−j
υj = λ
′
m+1−j
δj = ρ
′
m+1−j .
This way all cycles are defined for j = 1, . . . ,m.
The next two figures show all the cycles for DH5,8. For visibility, we have
omitted both the names of the vertices and the fat dots indicating the branch
points; we have also shortened the edges of the inner sheets.
The first figure shows the υ-cycles and the δ-cycles (thicker and shaded),
the second the ρ-cycles and the λ-cycles (thicker and shaded). Informally, for
each inner sheet of the orthodisk ΩGdh there is a cycle of each type (υ, δ, ρ, λ).
The υ-cycles have periods which point upward in ΩGdh for the first half of the
cycles in the upper-right part of the orthodisk, and similarly the periods of
ρ, λ, δ
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υ-cycles and the δ-cycles for DH5,8
ρ-cycles and the λ-cycles for DH5,8
Now we are able to define the bounding boxes for the branch points:
Definition 4.4.1. Denote by B2j the rectangle defined by
Per υj > 0,Per δj > 0,Per λj > 0,Per ρj > 0
and by B2j−1 the rectangle defined by
Per ρj−1 > 0, Per δj−1 > 0, Per λj > 0, Per υj > 0.
Note that the boxes B1 and B2m+1 require the additional cycle λ0 := α0
whereas ρ0 is undefined so that the rectangle is open at one side.
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To define the geometric coordinates, we impose two restrictions on the
branch points:
(1) Pj ∈ Bj,
(2) Pj must lie within the outer sheet.
While the second requirement is obviously necessary, the first will imply
that the geometric coordinates are complete.
Definition 4.4.2. An orthodisk ΩGdh or ΩG−1dh is called admissible if it
satisfies the above condition for their respective branch points. A pair of
orthodisks is called admissible if the orthodisks are conjugate and both are
admissible.
Definition 4.4.3. The geometric coordinates of ΩGdh are given by the peri-
ods of the cycles αj , ρj , λj , υj , δj subject to the above condition. Similarly, the
geometric coordinates of ΩG−1dh are given by the periods of these cycles subject
to the above condition. This clearly defines two open subsets of a Euclidean
space of dimension g+1 = m+n. Each subset parametrizes the configuration
space of admissible orthodisks ΩGdh or ΩG−1dh. Denote by ∆ the intersection
of these subsets; this set parametrizes admissible pairs of orthodisks and is
called geometric coordinate space for DHm,n.
Lemma 4.4.4. ∆ is an open cell of dimension g − 1.
Proof. To prove openness we just observe that all imposed conditions are
open in a certain linear space. To compute its dimension, we can easily get
rid of the redundant equations of the definition of geometric coordinates for
(say) ΩGdh: The cycles δj − υj and λi − ρi are a certain sum of cycles αj .
So to specify a symmetric orthodisk, we need just m + n cycles. To prove
that it is a nonempty cell, we construct a retraction to an interior point as
follows: First, by using convex combinations of the outer sheet edge lengths,
we can easily deform a given pair of admissible orthodisks to an admissible
pair of orthodisks with the outer sheet periods being of length 1. Now we
move the edge P2mP2m+1 in ΩG−1dh down; this is unobstructed in ΩG−1dh but
has to be accommodated by a movement of P2mP2m+1 to the left in ΩGdh. We
move so far to the left here, that we are left of the edge H2n−1H2n−2. This
allows us to move the edge H2m−1H2m down in ΩGdh. We move so far down
that we are, in ΩG−1dh, left of the edge H2n−2H2n−3, which enables us again
to move H2m−2H2m−1 down. We continue this process, doing the same with
the symmetric edges simultaneously. If we agree to move always to a position
0.5 apart from the left or lower boundary sheet, we will reach, in this way, a
canonical point in the space ∆. This defines the retraction.
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Lemma 4.4.5. ∆ provides complete geometric coordinates.
Proof. We first have to show that each point in ∆ gives a pair of well-
defined symmetric (normalized) orthodisks. Using the coordinates of such a
point, we see immediately that one can reconstruct the outer sheets for the
ΩGdh and the ΩG−1dh domains. Also, the positions of the branch points are
specified so that they lie within the outer sheets and their respective bounding
boxes. To obtain a correct pair of orthodisks, we have to make sure that
these branch points do not coincide as one might expect for instance in the
DH5,8 case where the bounding boxes overlap. However, this can be excluded
as follows: If two branch points come close to each other, the periods of the
two cycles connecting the parallel edges of their respective sheets vanish. This
causes in the other domain a vanishing period between two inner sheets closer
to the diagonal, and inductively we produce such a period degeneration on
the diagonal, switching between the two domains. But on the diagonal, this
cannot happen, because the branch point there is confined to the diagonal.
Finally, we have to show that when we have a sequence of admissible or-
thodisks leaving the space of geometric coordinates, at least one of the confor-
mal structures of the ΩGdh or ΩG−1dh orthodisks degenerates. The geometric
degeneration means by definition that for at least one of the orthodisks, ei-
ther an edge of the outer sheet boundary degenerates or a branch point hits
the boundary of its bounding box. (The exceptional case of the half-infinite
bounding rectangle in the domain ΩG−1dh domain does not actually allow the
branch point to drift to infinity, because the corresponding period in the ΩGdh
domain is represented by a finite edge of the outer sheet, which is bounded by
normalization.) In the first case, we get a node and are obviously done. In the
second case, the branch point can either converge to some point on the outer
boundary (in which case we pinch a cycle and are also done), or it can converge
to a point on one of the virtual border lines of the bounding box. Then we
clearly have no conformal degeneration for this orthodisk sequence, so we must
prove that we get such a degeneration for the other family. (The next figure
shows two conjugate orthodisks with bounding boxes. Equally labeled arrows
indicate equal distances from orthodisk edges to the virtual border lines of
bounding boxes. As long as these distances are equal, the branched point can
move freely within their bounding boxes.)
Suppose, for concreteness, that we have a sequence of orthodisks ΩGdh(n)
where a branch point converges to an upper virtual border line of its bounding
box. This branch point Pk belongs to an edge E = PkPk−1 which comes close
to this virtual line from below. By conjugacy, in the corresponding ΩG−1dh
orthodisks, the corresponding edge E∗ = PkPk−1 comes close to a bounding
border line to the right. The other endpoint Pk−1 of this edge is a branch point
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for ΩG−1dh which hence comes arbitrarily close to the outer sheet boundary.
So we pinch a curve in ΩG−1dh and get a conformal degeneration. The other
cases are treated similarly.
Conjugate orthodisks with coupled branch points
4.5. Height functions for DHm,n. In this section, we will provide a proper
height function defined on the geometric coordinate space ∆ of the previous
section for the DHm,n surfaces with m+ n > 2.
We begin by stating the basic requirements on a height function which we
require for the steps of the proof of Theorem B(i) in §§4–6.
To estimate the rate of growth/decay of extremal lengths in terms of
geometric degenerations, we need an asymptotic expression for the extremal
lengths of the cycles we use in the height function. Such an expression (see
[Oht]) is only known to us in the case that the cycle is a lift of an arc in the
upper half-plane connecting two disjoint edges. This is the case of a conformal
quadrilateral. Informally, an admissible cycle in an orthodisk is one which can
be reduced to such a cycle as just described. More precisely, we recall from
§4.1 the
Definition 4.5.1. A cycle in an orthodisk is called admissible if it is either
simple and connects a pair of symmetric edges or has two symmetric compo-
nents which do not cross the diagonal.
Using admissible cycles, we will compose the height as a sum of the fol-
lowing terms:
Definition 4.5.2. Let c be an admissible cycle. Define
H(c) = |e1/ExtΩGdh (c) − e1/ExtΩG−1dh (c)|2 + |eExtΩGdh (c) − eExtΩG−1dh(c)|2.
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Recall that the conformal polygon of a DHm,n-surface is (two-fold) sym-
metric and has 2m + 2n + 4 vertices; there are thus m + n conformal moduli
of such a shape.
In addition to the requirement that the cycles detect conformal degener-
ations, we will also need some more properties which we will state here but
only explain and use in §6. (There, we take a low genus reflexive orthodisk,
and append some thrice punctured spheres to it along nodes; we then open the
nodes to obtain high genus surfaces in a stratum Y ⊂ ∆ along which we flow
in §5 to a reflexive orthodisk solution to our problem.) This ‘regeneration’
in §6 requires a set of m + n cycles for the height which provide conformal
coordinates for the points in ∆; moreover, the set of curve systems, specified
for the higher genus surface, which do not degenerate as we pinch the surface
to a noded surface (i.e., are either not pinched into the node or do not cross
the node) should also provide local coordinates for the boundary stratum of
lower genus surfaces.
In particular, there should be exactly two ‘bad’ curves (which degenerate
as DHn+1,n+1 degenerates to DHn,n, i.e., with extremal lengths which go to
0 or ∞ as P1 and H1 converge) in the n = m case, and one bad curve in
the n 6= m case (i.e., which degenerates as m + 1 → m in DHm+1,n) with an
extremal length that goes to ∞ as the finite vertex nearest the central vertex
approaches it. Also, as we shall see in §5, the technical requirements of the
Noncritical Flow Step will restrict the edges which are allowed for the feet of
the bad curves; we postpone the discussion of this until after Proposition 5.3.2
in §5.3.)
For the definition of the height function, we distinguish two cases: This
distinction comes from the inductive design of the proofs of Theorem A and B:
In the case CTn = DHn,n, we use the edge C1H1 for pushing, and this requires
the cycles to be chosen so that no cycle foots on this edge and precisely one
cycle encircles it. In the case that we want to prove existence of a DHm,n
with m < n, we need the central edges of the outer sheet boundary zigzag for
pushing.
Besides that, the choice of the cycles for the height function follows the
same general rules: By using cycles which connect infinite edges with infinite
edges, we detect degeneracies of inner sheets, and by using cycles which encircle
or foot on outer sheet edges, we enforce properness using the monodromy
lemma.
Finally, as a general rule, all our cycles will be symmetric with respect to
the diagonal.
(1) µ connects C1P1 with C2P2m+1.
(2) ν connects C1P1 with H1H2 and C2P2m+1 with H2n+1H2n.
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(3) ρ connects HnHn+1 with Pm−1Pm and Hn+1Hn+2 with Pm+1Pm+2.
(4) σ connects H1C1 to P1P2 and H2n+1C2 to P2mP2m+1.
(5) δ connects P1P2 to HnHn+1 and P2mP2m+1 to Hn+2Hn+3.
(6) γ connects Hn−1Hn to Hn+2Hn+3.
(7) βk connects P1P2 with P2k−1P2k and P2mP2m+1 with P2m+2−kP2m+1−k.
(8) αk encircles HkHk+1 and H2n+2−kH2n+1−k.
(9) τ connects P1P2 with P2mP2m+1.
The cycle ρ has been chosen to replace αn−1 which would interfere with
the pushing edge H1H2 for small n.
Now we define the cycles for the height function:
In the case m = n = 1, select the cycles µ and ν. In the case m =
n > 1, select the cycles µ, ν, γ, δ, β2, . . . , βm−1, α2, . . . , αn−1. In the case
m = 1 < n, select µ, ρ, σ, α1, . . . , αn−2 and in the case 1 < m < n select
µ, ρ, σ, τ, α1, . . . , αn−2, β2, . . . , βm−1.
Note that if n = 2 there are no α-cycles. In all cases, we have selected
m+ n cycles.
Observe that for m = n = 1, the cycle µ becomes mauve and ν becomes
blue so that the height defined here coincides with the one defined in §4.3 for
DH1,1.
Definition 4.5.3. The height for the DHm,n surface is defined as the sum
of the heights of all selected cycles for the values of (m,n).
Example 4.5.4. As an example, we show the cycles for the height of the
DH2,4 and the DH3,3 surface which are relevant for the properness proof:
The cycles for the height function for DH2,4
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The cycles for the height function for DH3,3
We record for later reference the following trivial consequence of our using
curves in the height function whose extremal lengths are conformal coordinates
for the domains defined by the geometric coordinates.
Lemma 4.5.5. Let X = {ΩGdh,ΩG−1dh} be an orthodisk system in ∆.
Then X is reflexive if and only if H(X) = 0.
4.6. Properness of the height functions for DHm,n. In this section, we
prove, modulo the postponed monodromy argument.
Theorem 4.6.1. The height functions H from §4.5 are proper.
Proof. To show that the height functions from §4.5 are proper, we need
to prove that for any sequence of points in ∆ converging to some boundary
point, the height goes to infinity. First, by Lemma 4.4.5, at least one of the
two orthodisks degenerates conformally. We will now analyze the possible
geometric degenerations.
For this, we normalize the orthodisks in the sequence so that the finite
edges of the outer boundary of ΩGdh has total length 1. Such a scaling does
not affect the conformal structure.
Suppose first that the degeneration occurs with an inner sheet branch
point. As proven in Lemma 4.4.5, this implies that some branch point(s)
converges to a point on the outer sheet boundary. Consider the inner sheet
with the smallest k so that Pk is a branch point of that sheet, for which this
degeneration happens.
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If k = 1 and the edge H1C1 in ΩGdh does not shrink to 0, then Extσ → 0
in ΩG−1dh for m < n and Ext ν → 0 in ΩG−1dh, but the corresponding extremal
length remains positive in ΩGdh. If the edge H1C1 in ΩGdh does shrink to 0,
the monodromy argument can be applied to α1 (m < n) or to ν (m = n).
If k > 1, the sheet containing Pk is separated from the outer sheet bound-
ary by a β-cycle or (for a central inner sheet by the cycle µ) which will be
pinched in one of the orthodisks but not the other, and which also will not be
pinched by other inner sheets degenerating. Hence the height of this cycle will
go to ∞.
Now let us assume that all inner sheets are bounded away from the outer
sheet boundary and that the geometric degeneration occurs only in the outer
boundary sheet of ΩGdh.
We begin by analyzing one execeptional case: Suppose that the edge C1H1
in ΩGdh shrinks to 0. The monodromy lemma, applied to the cycle α1 (in the
m < n case) or the cycle ν (in the n = m case) proves the properness of the
height function of this cycle.
Now suppose that the edge C1H1 does not shrink to 0, and consider the
smallest k for which the edge HkHk+1 shrinks to 0. The monodromy lemma
can be applied to a neighboring cycle αk or αk±1 This treats all k but k = n
in the case m < n and k = 1 in the case m = n = 2.
Consider the case m < n and suppose that the central edge HnHn+1
shrinks to 0. This is the only geometric degeneration occurring in the or-
thodisk. Hence we can apply the monodromy lemma to ρ.
Consider the case m = n = 2 and suppose that the finite edge H1H2
shrinks to 0. This is again the only geometric degeneration occurring in the
orthodisk. Hence we can apply the monodromy lemma to ν.
This treats all possible cases, and the theorem is proven.
4.7. A monodromy argument. In this section, we prove that the periods of
orthodisks have incompatible logarithmic singularities in suitable coordinates
and apply this to prove the monodromy theorem 4.1.2. The main idea has
already been used in [WW]: to study the dependence of extremal lengths of
the geometric coordinates, it is necessary to understand the asymptotic de-
pendence of extremal lengths of the degenerating conformal polygons (which
is classical and well-known, see [Oht]), and the asymptotic dependence of the
geometric coordinates of the degenerating conformal polygons. This depen-
dence is given by Schwarz-Christoffel maps which are well-studied in many
special cases. Especially, it is known that these maps possess asymptotic ex-
pansions in logarithmic terms. Instead of computing this expansion explicitly
for the two maps needed (which is possible but tedious), we use a monodromy
argument to show that the crucial logarithmic terms have a different sign for
the two expansions.
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Let ∆ be a domain of dimension at least two defining geometric coordi-
nates for a pair of orthodisks X1 and X2 corresponding to given formal Weier-
strass data as usual. Suppose γ is a cycle in the underlying conformal polygon
which joins edges P1P2 and Q1Q2 which are parallel (and hence nonadjacent)
in the orthodisks. In our applications, γ will be one of the α-cycles used in
the height function. Denote by R1 the vertex before Q1 and by R2 the vertex
after Q2 and observe that by assumption, R2 6= P1 and P2 6= R1. Introduce a
second cycle β which connects R1Q1 with Q2R2.
Monodromy argument
We formulate the claim of Theorem 4.1.2 more precisely in the following
two lemmas:
Lemma 4.7.1. Suppose that for a sequence pn ∈ ∆ with pn → p0 ∈ ∂∆,
ExtX1(pn)(γ) → 0 and ExtX2(pn)(γ) → 0. Suppose furthermore that γ is a
cycle encircling a single edge which degenerates geometrically to 0 as n → ∞
in X1(pn). Then
|e1/ExtX1(pn)(γ) − e1/ExtX2(pn)(γ)|2 →∞.
Lemma 4.7.2. Suppose that for a sequence pn ∈ ∆ with pn → p0 ∈ ∂∆
we have that ExtX1(pn)(γ)→∞ and ExtX2(pn)(γ)→∞. Suppose furthermore
that γ is a cycle with an endpoint on an edge which degenerates geometrically
to 0 as n→∞ in X1(pn). Then
|eExtX1(pn)(γ) − eExtX2(pn)(γ)|2 →∞.
Proof. We first prove Lemma 4.7.1.
Consider the conformal polygons corresponding to the pair of orthodisks.
Normalize the punctures by Mo¨bius transformations so that
P1 = −∞, P2 = 0, Q1 = ε, Q2 = 1
for X1 and
P1 = −∞, P2 = 0, Q1 = ε′, Q2 = 1
for X2. By the assumption of Lemma 4.7.1, we know that ε, ε
′ → 0 as n→∞.
We now apply the monodromy Corollary 4.7.5 below to the curve ε0e
it and
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conclude that either
(4.7.1a)
|Per β(X1)|
|Per γ(X1)| +
1
π
log ε
is single-valued in ε while
(4.7.1b)
|Per β(X2)|
|Per γ(X2)| −
1
π
log ε′
is single-valued in ε′, or the same statement holds for analogous quantities with
opposite signs. Without loss of generality we can treat the first case.
Now suppose that ε′ is real analytic (and hence single-valued) in ε near
ε = 0. Then use of the fact that X1 and X2 are conjugate implies that the
absolute lengths of β in X1 and X2 are equal, as are those of γ; hence
|Per β(X1)|
|Per γ(X1)| =
|Per β(X2)|
|Per γ(X2)| .
Thus we see that, after subtracting (4.7.1b) from (4.7.1a),
log(εε′(ε))
is single-valued in ε near ε = 0 which contradicts that ε, ε′ → 0.
Now Ohtsuka’s extremal length formula states that for the current nor-
malization of X1(pn), we have
Ext(γ) = O
(| log ε|−1)
(see Lemma 4.5.3 in [WW] and [Oht]). We conclude that
|e1/ExtX1(pn)(γ) − e1/ExtX2(pn)(γ)| = O
(
1
ε
− 1
ε′
)
which goes to infinity, since we have shown that ε and ε′ tend to zero at
different rates. This proves Lemma 4.7.1.
The proof of Lemma 4.7.2 is very similar: For convenience, we normalize
the points of the punctured disks such that
P1 = −∞, P2 = 0, Q1 = 1, Q2 = 1 + ε
for X1 and
P1 = −∞, P2 = 0, Q1 = 1, Q2 = 1 + ε′
for X2.
By the assumption of Lemma 4.7.2, we know that ε, ε′ → 0 as n → ∞.
We now apply the monodromy Corollary 4.7.5 below to the curve 1+ε0e
it and
conclude that
Per γ(X1)
Per β(X1)
+
1
π
log ε
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is single-valued in ε while
Per γ(X2)
Per β(X2)
− 1
π
log ε′
is single-valued in ε′. The rest of the proof is identical to the proof of Lemma
4.7.1.
To prove the needed Corollary 4.7.5, we need asymptotic expansions of
the extremal length in terms of the geometric coordinates of the orthodisks.
Though not much is known explicitly about extremal lengths in general, for the
chosen cycles we can reduce this problem to an asymptotic control of Schwarz-
Christoffel integrals. Their monodromy properties allow us to distinguish their
asymptotic behavior by the sign of logarithmic terms.
We introduce some notation: Suppose we have an orthodisk such that the
angles at the vertices alternate between π/2 and −π/2 modulo 2π. Consider
the Schwarz-Christoffel map
F : z 7→
∫ z
i
(t− t1)a1/2 · . . . · (t− tn)an/2
(see §3.2) from a conformal polygon with vertices at ti to this orthodisk.
Choose four distinct vertices ti, ti+1, tj , tj+1 so that j ≡ i (mod 2), ensuring
that the edges titi+1 and tjtj+1 are parallel in the orthodisk geometry. (See
the figure below.) Introduce a cycle γ in the upper half-plane connecting edge
(ti, ti+1) with edge (tj, tj+1) and denote by γ¯ the closed cycle obtained from
γ and its mirror image across the real axis. Similarly, denote by β the cycle
connecting (tj−1tj) with (tj+1tj+2) and by β¯ the cycle together with its mirror
image.
Cycles for analytic continuation
Now consider the Schwarz-Christoffel period integrals
F (γ) =
1
2
∫
γ
(t− t1)a1/2 · . . . · (t− tn)an/2,
F (β) =
1
2
∫
β
(t− t1)a1/2 · . . . · (t− tn)an/2,
as multi-valued functions depending on the now complex parameters ti.
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Lemma 4.7.3. Under analytic continuation of tj+1 around tj the periods
change their values as shown:
F (γ)→ F (γ) + 2F (β),
F (β)→ F (β)
Proof. The proof is the same as [WW, Lemma 4.4.1]: the path of analytic
continuation of tj+1 around tj gives rise to an isotopy of C which moves tj+1
along this path. This isotopy drags β and γ to new cycles β′ and γ′.
Because the curve β is defined to surround tj and tj+1, the analytic con-
tinuation merely returns β to β′. Thus, because β′ equals β, their periods are
also equal. On the other hand, the curve γ is not equal to the new ‘dragged’
curve γ′. To see this, note that the period of γ′ is obtained by developing the
flat structure of the doubled orthodisk along γ′. To compute this flat structure,
observe the crucial fact that the angles at the orthodisk vertices are either π/2
or −π/2, modulo 2π; thus the angles of the doubled orthodisk equal π, modulo
2π. Thus the arc γ′ develops into the union of the arc γ with the arcs β and
β; in particular, we see that the period of γ′ equals the period of γ plus twice
the period of β.
Now denote δ := tj+1 − tj and fix all ti other than tj+1, which we regard
as the independent variable.
Corollary 4.7.4. The function F (γ) − log δπi F (β) is single-valued and
holomorphic near δ = 0.
Proof. By definition, the function is locally holomorphic near δ = 0. By
Lemma 4.7.3 it is single-valued.
Now, for the properness argument, we are interested in the geometric
coordinates — these are the absolute values of the periods. More precisely we
are interested in
‖F (γ)‖ := |ReF (γ)|+ | ImF (γ)|.
We translate the above statement about periods into a statement about their
respective absolute values.
We consider two conjugate orthodisks parametrized by Schwarz-Christoffel
maps F1 and F2 defined on the same conformal polygon. Recall that we have
constructed β and γ to be purely horizontal or vertical.
Corollary 4.7.5.Either ‖F1(γ)‖− log δπ ‖F1(β)‖ or ‖F1(γ)‖+ log δπ ‖F1(β)‖
is real analytic in δ for δ = 0. In the first case, ‖F2(γ)‖ + log δπ ‖F2(β)‖ is real
analytic in δ, and in the second ‖F2(γ)‖ − log δπ ‖F1(β)‖ is.
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Proof. Recall from the tedious §4.1 that the above periods are linear
combinations of the geometric coordinates where the coefficients are just signs,
in the sense of being elements of {1,−1, i,−i}. Now by construction, Fj(β) is
purely real or purely imaginary; moreover, the direction of Fj(β) is ±i times
the direction of Fj(γ). This, together with Corollary 4.7.4, implies the first
claim. Next, note that (see for example the table in §3.4) if we turn left at a
vertex in X1, we will turn right at the corresponding vertex in the conjugate
orthodisk X2, and vice versa. Thus, if the directions of the corresponding
edges for γ in corresponding orthodisks differ by +i, then the directions of the
corresponding edges for β will differ by a −i, and vice versa. This implies the
second claim.
5. The gradient flow
5.1. Overall strategy.
5.1.1. In this section we continue the proof of the existence portions of
the main theorems, Theorem A and Theorem B(i). In the previous sections,
we assigned to a configuration C (the ones C = (UD)kU and C = DHm,n were
of principal interest) a moduli space ∆ = ∆C of pairs of conformal structures
{ΩGdh,ΩG−1dh} equipped with geometric coordinates ~t = (ti, . . . , tl).
In the last section, we defined a height function H on the moduli space ∆
and proved that it was a proper function: as a result, there is a critical point
for the height function in ∆, and our overall goal in the next pair of sections is
a proof that one of these critical points represents a reflexive orthodisk system
in ∆, and hence, by Theorem 3.3.5, a minimal surface of the configuration C.
Our goal in the present section is a description of the tangent space to the
moduli space ∆: we wish to display how infinitesimal changes in the geometric
coordinates ~t affect the height function. In particular, it would certainly be
sufficient for our purposes to prove the statement:
Model 5.1.1. If ~t0 is not a reflexive orthodisk system, there is an element
V of the tangent space T~t0∆ for which DV H 6= 0.
This would then have the effect of proving that our critical point for the
height function is reflexive, concluding the existence parts of the proofs of the
main theorem.
We do not know how to prove or disprove this model statement in its
full generality. On the other hand, it is not necessary for the proofs of the
main theorems that we do so. Instead we will replace this theorem by a pair
of lemmas. The lemmas each have two cases, with the division into cases
depending on whether, in the configuration C = DHm,n, we have n = m or
m < n.
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Lemma 5.1.2. Consider a configuration C = DHm,n.
(i) Suppose n = m and Y ⊂ ∆ is a real two-dimensional subspace of ∆
which is defined by the equations H(ti) = 0 for all coordinates ti with only two
exceptions (say t1 and t2). Suppose also that the coordinates t1 and t2 refer
to cycles which encircle neighboring edges, at most one of which is a finite
edge. Then there is a sublocus Y∗ along which H(ti1) = 0, and along that one-
dimensional sublocus, if ~t0 ∈ Y∗ has positive height (i.e. H(~t0) > 0), there is
an element V ∈ T~t0Y∗ of the tangent space T~t0Y∗ for which DV H 6= 0.
(ii) If m < n and if Y ⊂ ∆ is a real one-dimensional subspace of ∆
which is defined by the equations H(ti) = 0 for all coordinates ti with only one
exception (say t1), and that exception refers to a cycle which is not a finite edge
bully. Then if ~t0 ∈ Y has positive height, then there is an element V ∈ T~t0Y
of the tangent space T~t0Y for which DV H 6= 0.
Lemma 5.1.3. Consider a configuration C = DHm,n.
(i) If n = m, then for every configuration C = DHm,n, there is a nonsin-
gular analytic subspace Y ⊂ ∆ = ∆C, for which Y = {H(ti) = 0|i 6= i1, i2}, for
some choice of i1, i2, where ti1 and ti2 refer to cycles encircling neighboring
edges, of which at most one is a finite edge.
(ii) If m < n, then for every configuration C = DHm,n, there is a nonsin-
gular analytic subspace Y ⊂ ∆ = ∆C , for which Y = {H(ti) = 0|i 6= i1}, for
some choice of i1 and the cycle referred to by ti1 is not a finite edge bully.
A cycle Γ is a finite edge bully for the previous lemma if each finite edge
E of one of the orthodisks has a neighbor E′ so that Γ foots on E but not E′
or vice versa.
We introduce this concept because when m + n is small, the technical
requirements of the proof (see Lemma 5.3.1 and Definition 5.3.0) contrast with
a shortage of sides; when m + n ≥ 5 in case (ii), no cycle is a finite edge
bully, and these hypotheses are vacuous. In our proof of Lemma 5.1.3, we will
produce a cycle that is not a finite edge bully.
Given these lemmas, the proofs of Theorems A and B(i) are straightfor-
ward.
Proofs of Theorem A and Theorem B(i). Consider the locus Y (or the
sublocus Y∗) guaranteed by Lemma 5.1.3. By Theorem 4.5, the height function
H is proper on Y (resp. Y∗), and has a critical point on Y. By Lemma 5.1.2,
this critical point represents a point where H = 0, i.e., a reflexive orthodisk by
Lemma 4.5.5.
The proof of Lemma 5.1.2 occupies the current section while the proof of
Lemma 5.1.3 is given in the following section.
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5.1.2. Let us discuss informally the proof of Lemma 5.1.2. Because an-
gles of corresponding vertices in the ΩGdh ↔ ΩG−1dh correspondence sum to
0 mod 2π, the orthodisks locally topologically fit together along corresponding
edges, so that conjugacy of orthodisks requires corresponding edges to move
in different directions: if the edge E on ΩGdh moves “out”, the corresponding
edge E∗ on ΩG−1dh moves “in”, and vice versa (see the figures below). Thus
we expect that if γ has an endpoint on E, then one of the extremal lengths
of γ decreases, while the other extremal length of γ on the other orthodisk
would increase: this will force the change of the height H(γ) of γ to have a
definite sign, as desired. This is the intuition behind Lemma 5.2.1; a rigor-
ous argument requires us to actually compute derivatives of relevant extremal
lengths using the formula (2.2) and we will need to avoid some technical diffi-
culties involving singularities of the holomorphic quadratic differentials arising
in (2.2). (We also will need to do some preliminary asymptotic analysis and
an intermediate value theorem argument to find the sublocus Y∗ along which
to apply this argument in case (i).) We do this by displaying, fairly explicitly,
the deformations of the orthodisks (in local coordinates on ΩGdh/ΩG−1dh) as
well as the differentials of extremal lengths, also in coordinates. After some
preliminary notational description in §5.2, we do most of the computing in
§5.3. Also in §5.3 is the key technical lemma, which relates the formalism of
formula (2.2), together with the local coordinate descriptions of its terms, to
the intuition we just described.
5.2. Deformations of DH1,1. We will prove Lemma 5.1.2 by first consider-
ing the special case of C = DH1,1. We will then note that this case, defined in
terms of precisely two curve systems and involving all the types of geometric
situations encountered in all of the configurations C, is only slightly different
from the most general case: the arguments we give here extend immediately
to prove the lemma in general, even though the exposition, in this specific
low-dimensional case, can be much more concrete.
Here, we will describe the notation and results for this special case where
C = DH1,1.
We begin by recalling the notation of §4.2: there the geometric coordinates
were labeled ∆ = (y, b, g) corresponding to the curve systems labeled yellow,
blue, and green (see the figures in §4.2). We introduced a fourth curve system,
mauve, which we used with blue to define the height function.
Theorem 5.2.1. There exists a reflexive orthodisk system for the config-
uration DH1,1.
Proof. In this case, the statement of Lemma 5.1.3(i) is vacuous as the
moduli space ∆ = ∆1,1 is already two-dimensional. So we are left to prove
Lemma 5.1.2 in this case. The plan is simple, as we consider a path Γ ⊂ ∆
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which has two limits: towards one end E, the size of the period H1H2 −C1P1
(and H3H2 − P3C2) decays to zero, and towards the other end E′, the period
P1P2 −H1C1 (and P2P3 − C2H3) decays to zero. We
Claim 5.2.2.
sgn(ExtΩGdh(blue)−ExtΩG−1dh(blue)) 6= sgn(ExtΩGdh(blue)−ExtΩG−1dh(blue)).
Assuming the claim, we continue with the proof of Theorem 5.2.1. As the
sign of ExtΩGdh(blue)−ExtΩG−1dh(blue)) changes along the arc Γ = {Γ(s)}, we
know that there is a point Γ(s0) at which ExtΩGdh(blue) − ExtΩG−1dh(blue))
changes sign. Of course, this function ExtΩGdh(blue) − ExtΩG−1dh(blue)) is
the difference of real analytic regular functions of the coordinates on ∆ (see
expanded discussion of the analyticity of the curve at the end of the proof of
Lemma 6.2), and so there is an analytic path through Γ(s0) along
which ExtΩGdh(blue) = ExtΩG−1dh(blue)). In keeping with the notations of
Lemma 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, we denote that analytic path by Y∗.
Our next task is to find a point on Y∗ for which H(mauve) = 0: at such
a point, we would have H(mauve) = 0 = H(blue). As Y∗ is one-dimensional,
and mauve is not a finite-edge bully, we in effect prove Lemma 5.1.2(i). The
idea is to make an “infinitesimal push” along the edges H1H2 (and H2H3);
we push H1H2 (and H2H3) “into” ΩGdh and then the requirement that ΩGdh
and ΩG−1dh should remain conjugate then forces us to make an equal push of
H1H2 (and H2H3) “out of” ΩG−1dh. By the principle of domain monotonicity
of extremal length, we expect the change in ΩGdh to increase the extremal
length ExtΩGdh(mauve) and we expect the change in ΩG−1dh to decrease the
extremal length ExtΩ
G−1dh
(mauve). The rigorously defined formulae and the
technical Lemma 5.3.1 will support this intuition (indeed, will show that it is
true to first order), and we find that if H(mauve) 6= 0 at a point ~t0 ∈ Y∗, then
there is an element V ∈ T~t0Y∗ of the tangent space T~t0Y∗ for which DV H 6= 0.
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1.2 in this case, as well as Theorem 5.1.2,
up to the proof of the claim.
Pushing edges along the locus Y∗
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Proof of the Claim 5.2.2. It is evident that as the period P1P2 − H1C1
tends to zero (with the period H1H2 −C1P1 remaining bounded from below),
the extremal length ExtΩGdh(blue) tends to a nonzero finite number, while the
extremal length ExtΩ
G−1dh
(blue) tends to infinity.
On the other hand, if we first send the period P2P3 −H1H2 to zero and
then allow the periodH1H2−P1C1 to tend to zero, we see that ExtΩGdh(blue) is
equal to the extremal length of blue on the quadrilateral component P1−P2 =
H2−H1−C1−P1 of a noded surface, while ExtΩ
G−1dh
(blue) is given in terms
of the extremal length of blue on the pentagonal surface P −2−H2−H1−C1−
P1−P2. Yet the asymptotics of these extremal lengths of these explicit shapes
are readily (if tediously) computable, and we find that ExtΩGdh(blue) decays to
zero at a slower rate than ExtΩ
G−1dh
(blue) as we send the period H1H2−P1C1
to zero. Thus by allowing Γ to have ends near these two degenerate loci, we
obtain the claim.
5.3. Infinitesimal pushes. We need to formalize the previous discussion.
As always we are concerned with relating the Euclidean geometry of the or-
thodisks (which corresponds directly with the periods of the Weierstrass data)
to the conformal data of the domains ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh. From the discus-
sion above, it is clear that the allowable infinitesimal motions in ∆, which is
parametrized in terms of the Euclidean geometry of ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh, are
given by infinitesimal changes in lengths of finite sides or in distances between
sheets, with the changes being done simultaneously on ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh to
preserve conjugacy. The link to the conformal geometry is the formula (2.2):
a motion which infinitesimally transforms ΩGdh, say, will produce an infinites-
imal change in the conformal structure. Tensorially, this tangent vector to the
moduli space of conformal structures is represented by a Beltrami differential.
Later, formula (2.2) will be used, together with knowledge of the cotangent
vectors dExtΩGdh(·) and dExtΩG−1dh(·), to determine the derivatives of the
relevant extremal lengths, hence the derivative of the height.
5.3.1. Infinitesimal pushes. Here we explicitly compute the effect of in-
finitesimal pushes of certain edges on the extremal lengths of relevant cycles.
This is done by explicitly displaying the infinitesimal deformation and then us-
ing this formula to compute the sign of the derivative of the extremal lengths,
using formula (2.2). There will be four different cases to consider, all of which
are apparent in the DH1,1 orthodisks. This is why we can, without loss of gen-
erality, confine the computations to this case. To be concrete, we will choose
for each case either the orthodisk ΩGdh or the orthodisk ΩG−1dh.
The three sides H1C1, C1P1 and H2H1 are geometrically different and
require separate treatments. Thus we break our discussion up into cases.
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Case A. Finite noncentral edges (see also [WW]). Example: H1C1 in ΩGdh.
Case B. Infinite edge whose finite vertex is unbranched. Example: H1C1 in
ΩG−1dh.
Case C. Infinite edge whose finite vertex is a branch point off the symmetry
line. Example: C1P1 on ΩG−1dh.
Case D. An edge (finite or infinite) and its symmetric side meet in a corner.
Example: H3H2 and H2H1.
For each case there are two subcases, which we can describe as depend-
ing on whether the given sides are horizontal or vertical. The distinction is,
surprisingly, a bit important, as together with the fact that we do our deforma-
tions in pairs, it provides for an important cancellation of (possibly) singular
terms affecting the formulation of Lemma 5.3.1. We defer this point for later
(see Remark 5.3.3), while here we begin to calculate the relevant Beltrami
differentials in the cases.
Also, each infinitesimal motion might require two different types of cases,
depending on whether the edge we are deforming on ΩGdh corresponds on
ΩG−1dh to an edge of the same type or a different type. We will thus compute
the Beltrami differentials only for a single domain, either ΩGdh or ΩG−1dh.
Case A. Here the computations are analogous to those that we found in
[WW]; they differ only in orientation of the boundary of the orthodisk.
Beltrami differential computation — Case A
We first consider the case of a horizontal finite side; as in the figure above,
we see that the neighborhood of the horizontal side of the orthodisk in the
plane naturally divides into six regions which we label R1, . . . , R6. Our defor-
mation fε = fε,b,δ differs from the identity only in such a neighborhood, and
in each of the six regions, the map is affine. In fact we have a two-parameter
family of these deformations, all of which have the same infinitesimal effect,
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with the parameters b and δ depending on the dimensions of the supporting
neighborhood,
(5.1a)
fε(x, y) =


(
x, ε+ b−ε
b
y
)
, {−a ≤ x ≤ a, 0 ≤ y ≤ b} = R1(
x, ε+ b+ε
b
y
)
, {−a ≤ x ≤ a,−b ≤ y ≤ 0} = R2(
x, y +
ε+ b−ε
b
y−y
δ
(x+ δ + a)
)
, {−a− δ ≤ x ≤ −a, 0 ≤ y ≤ b} = R3(
x, y −
ε+
b−ε
b
y−y
δ
(x− δ − a)
)
, {a ≤ x ≤ a+ δ, 0 ≤ y ≤ b} = R4(
x, y +
ε+ b+ε
b
y−y
δ
(x+ δ + a)
)
, {−a− δ ≤ x ≤ −a,−b ≤ y ≤ 0} = R5(
x, y −
ε+
b+ε
b
y−y
δ
(x− δ − a)
)
, {a ≤ x ≤ a+ δ,−b ≤ y ≤ 0} = R6
(x, y) otherwise
where we have defined the regions R1, . . . , R6 within the definition of fε. Also
note that here the orthodisk contains the arc {(−a, y) | 0 ≤ y ≤ b} ∪ {(x, 0) |
−a ≤ x ≤ a} ∪ {(a, y) | −b ≤ y ≤ 0}. Let E denote the edge being pushed,
defined above as [−a, a]× {0}.
Of course fε differs from the identity only on a neighborhood of the edge
E, so that fε takes the symmetric orthodisk to an asymmetric orthodisk. We
next modify fε in a neighborhood of the reflected (across the y = −x line)
segment E∗ in an analogous way with a map f∗ε so that f
∗
ε ◦ fε will preserve
the symmetry of the orthodisk.
Our present conventions are that the edge E is horizontal; this forces
E∗ to be vertical and we now write f∗ε for such a vertical segment; this is a
straightforward extension of the description of fε for a horizontal side, but we
present the definition of f∗ε anyway, as we are crucially interested in the signs
of the terms. So set
(5.1b)
f∗ε =


(
−ε+ b−ε
b
x, y
)
, {−b ≤ x ≤ 0,−a ≤ y ≤ a} = R∗1(
−ε+ b+ε
b
x, y
)
, {0 ≤ x ≤ b,−a ≤ y ≤ a} = R∗2(
x−
−ε+ b−ε
b
x−x
δ
(y − δ − a), y
)
, {−b ≤ x ≤ 0, a ≤ y ≤ a+ δ} = R∗3(
x+
−ε+ b−ε
b
x−x
δ
(y + δ + a), y
)
, {−b ≤ x ≤ 0,−a− δ ≤ y ≤ −a} = R∗4(
x−
−ε+ b+ε
b
x−x
δ
(y − δ − a), y
)
, {0 ≤ x ≤ b, a ≤ y ≤ a+ δ} = R∗5(
x+
−ε+ b+ε
b
x−x
δ
(y + δ + a), y
)
, {0 ≤ x ≤ b,−a− δ ≤ y ≤ −a} = R∗6
(x, y) otherwise.
Note that under the reflection across the line {y = −x}, the region Ri gets
taken to the region R∗i .
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Let νε =
(fε)z¯
(fε)z
denote the Beltrami differential of fε, and set ν˙ =
d
dε
∣∣
ε=0
νε.
Similarly, let ν∗ε denote the Beltrami differential of f
∗
ε , and set ν˙
∗ = ddε
∣∣
ε=0
ν∗ε .
Let µ˙ = ν˙ + ν˙∗. Now µ˙ is a Beltrami differential supported in a bounded
domain in one of the domains ΩGdh or ΩG−1dh. We begin by observing that it
is easy to compute that ν˙ = [ ddε
∣∣
ε=0
(fε)]z¯ evaluates near E to
(5.2a)
ν˙ =


1
2b
, z ∈ R1
− 1
2b
, z ∈ R2
1
2b
[x+ δ + a]/δ + i (1− y/b) 1
2δ
= 1
2bδ
(z¯ + δ + a+ ib), z ∈ R3
− 1
2b
[x− δ − a]/δ − i (1− y/b) 1
2δ
= 1
2bδ
(−z¯ + δ + a− ib), z ∈ R4
− 1
2b
[x+ δ + a]/δ + i (1 + y/b) 1
2δ
= 1
2bδ
(−z¯ − δ − a+ ib), z ∈ R5
1
2b
[x− δ − a]/δ − i (1 + y/b) 1
2δ
= 1
2bδ
(z¯ − δ − a− ib), z ∈ R6
0 z /∈ supp(fε − id).
We further compute
(5.2b) ν˙∗ =


− 12b , R∗1
1
2b , R
∗
2
1
2bδ (iz¯ − δ − a+ bi) R∗3
1
2bδ (−iz¯ − δ − a− bi) R∗4
1
2bδ (−iz¯ + δ + a+ bi) R∗5
1
2bδ (iz¯ + δ + a− bi) R∗6.
Cases B, C. For both infinite sides the deformations are the same, here
represented in the horizontal case. (We defer the case of infinite sides that
meet along the symmetry line {y = −x} until we treat Case D, where it will
fit more naturally.)
Beltrami differential computation — Cases B and C
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fε;b,δ(x, y) =


(
x, ε+ b−εb y
)
, R1 = {x ≤ 0, 0 ≤ y ≤ b}(
x, ε+ b+εb y
)
, R2 = {x ≤ 0,−b ≤ y ≤ 0}(
x, y − ε+
b−ε
b
y−y
δ (x− δ)
)
, R3 = {0 ≤ x ≤ δ, 0 ≤ y ≤ b}(
x, y − ε+
b+ε
b
y−y
δ (x− δ)
)
, R4 = {0 ≤ x ≤ δ,−b ≤ y ≤ 0}
(x, y) otherwise.
Thus our infinitesimal Beltrami differential is given by
ν˙b,δ =


1
2b , z ∈ R1
− 12b , z ∈ R2
1
2bδ (−z¯ + δ − ib), z ∈ R3
1
2bδ (z¯ − δ − ib), z ∈ R4
0 z /∈ supp(Fε;b,δ − id).
The formulas for a push of a vertical edge are analogous.
Case D. We have separated this case out for purely expositional reasons.
We can imagine that the infinitesimal push that moves the pair of consecutive
sides along the symmetry line {y = −x} is the result of a composition of a pair
of pushes from Case A or from Case C; i.e., our diffeomorphism Fε;b,δ can be
written Fε;b,δ = fε ◦ f∗ε , where the maps differ from the identity in the union
of the supports of ν˙b,δ and ν˙
∗
b,δ.
It is an easy consequence of the chain rule applied to this formula for
Fε;b,δ that the infinitesimal Beltrami differential for this deformation is the
sum ν˙b,δ + ν˙
∗
b,δ of the infinitesimal Beltrami differentials ν˙b,δ and ν˙
∗
b,δ defined
in formula (5.2) for Case A (even in a neighborhood of the vertex along the
diagonal where the supports of the differentials ν˙b,δ and ν˙
∗
b,δ coincide).
5.3.2. Derivatives of extremal lengths. In this section, we combine the com-
putations of ν˙b,δ with formula (2.2) (and its background in §2) and some easy
observations on the nature of the quadratic differentials Φµ =
1
2dExt(·)(µ)
∣∣
·
to compute the derivatives of extremal lengths under our infinitesimal defor-
mations of edge lengths.
We begin by recalling some background from §2. If we are given a curve
γ, the extremal length of that curve on an orthodisk, say ΩGdh, is a real-valued
C1 function on the moduli space of that orthodisk. Its differential is then a
holomorphic quadratic differential Φγ =
1
2dExt(·)(γ)
∣∣
ΩGdh
on that orthodisk;
the horizontal foliation of Φγ consists of curves which connect the same edges
in ΩGdh as γ, since Φγ is obtained as the pullback of the quadratic differential
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dz2 from a rectangle where the image of γ connects the opposite vertical sides.
We compute the derivative of the extremal length function using formula (2.2);
i.e. (
dExt(γ)
∣∣
ΩGdh
)
[ν] = 4Re
∫
ΩGdh
Φγν.
It is here where we find that we can actually compute the sign of the
derivative of the extremal lengths, hence the height function, but also encounter
a subtle technical problem. The point is that we will discover that, in suitable
circumstances, just the topology of the curve γ on ΩGdh will determine the sign
of the derivative on an edge E, so we will be able to evaluate the sign of the
integral above, if we shrink the support of the Beltrami differential ν˙b,δ to the
edge by sending b, δ to zero. (In particular, the sign of Φγ depends precisely
on whether the foliation of Φ = Φγ is parallel or perpendicular to E, and on
whether E is horizontal or vertical.) We then need to know two things: 1)
that this limit exists, and 2) that we may know its sign via examination of the
sign of ν˙b,δ and Φγ on the edge E. We phrase this as follows:
Definition 5.3.0. Φ is admissable on an edge E if and only if at a vertex
v of E and in a conformal parameter z centered at v, we have |z|Φ(z) = o(1).
Lemma 5.3.1. Let Φ be admissable for the edge E. (1) limb→0,δ→0Re
∫
Φν˙
exists, is finite and nonzero. (2) The foliation of Φ is either parallel or orthog-
onal to the interior of the segment which is limb→0,δ→0(supp ν˙), and (3) The
expression Ψν˙ has a constant sign on that segment E, and the integral (2.2)
also has that (same) sign.
In the statement of the lemma, the foliation refers to the horizontal fo-
liation of the holomorphic quadratic differential Φ = Φγ , whose core curve
is γ.
This lemma provides the rigorous foundation for the intuition described
in the paragraph of strategy §5.1.2.
5.3.3. Proof of the technical lemma and a remark on its limitations.
Proof of Lemma 5.3.1. The foliation of Φ, on say ΩGdh, lifts to a foliation
on the punctured sphere (which we will denote by SGdh), symmetric about
the reflection about the equator. This proves the second statement. The third
statement follows from the first (and from the above discussion of the topology
of the vertical foliation of Φγ , once we prove that there is no infinitude coming
from either the neighborhood of infinity of the infinite edges or the regions R3
and R4 for the finite vertices. This finiteness will follow from the proof of the
first statement. Thus, we are left to prove the first statement.
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In the case of an edge with a finite vertex, we estimate the contribution
to Re
∫
Φν˙ of a neighborhood N of a vertex from regions R1 and R2 (and R
∗
1
and R∗2) as
|Re
∫
Φν˙| ≤
∫ b
0
∫
N∩∂ΩGdh
1
2b
· |Φ|dxdy
=
1
2b
∫ b
0
∫
N∩∂ΩGdh
o(x2 + y2)−1/2dxdy
which converges by the dominated convergence theorem. The other regions
are analogous.
In the case of an edge with an infinite vertex, the argument is somewhat
easier, as the possible growth of |Φ| as we tend towards the vertex has an
a priori bound of rapid decay. We compute this decay by observing that
in the coordinate w of the plane, the quadratic differential Φ has expansion
Φ = c1/w+{h.o.t.}dw, and the Schwarz-Christoffel map from the half-plane to
the orthodisk has integrand ω = {c0z−3/2+h.o.t.}dz. It is then straightforward
that in the coordinate z of the orthodisk, the quadratic differential Φ decays
faster than |z|−2.
Computations like those in the final paragraph of the above proof prove
the
Proposition 5.3.2. The holomorphic quadratic differential Φ is admiss-
able on an edge E if Φ relates to the vertices v1 and v2 of E in one of the
following ways:
(i) The orthodisk has an angle of π/2 of vi.
(ii) The vertex vi is at infinity.
(iii) The orthodisk has an angle of 3π/2 at vi, and the foliations of Φ are either
both parallel to the edges incident to vi or both orthogonal for those edges.
(iv) The vertex vi is a branch point where the orthodisk makes an angle of
5π/2, and the holomorphic quadratic differential has a singularity at vi.
In the last case (iv), a singularity arises if and only if the foliation is parallel
to the edges incident to vi and a leaf emanates from vi, or the foliation is
orthogonal to those edges and at least two leaves emanate from vi.
Proof. As an example, we discuss (iii). Here, an appropriate branch of
the map z 7→ z2/3 = w takes a neighborhood of vi in the orthodisk to a
neighborhood of the origin in the upper half-plane. The condition on
the foliation on the proposition allow us to conclude [Str] that the holomor-
phic quadratic differential Φ has the expansion in the upper half-plane as
(c0 + c1z + h.o.t.)dz
2, from which the statement follows.
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Remark 5.3.3. In light of the previous proposition, we see that it is quite
common to have an edge which is not admissable for a holomorphic quadratic
differential: for instance we need only consider the differential of extremal
length for a cycle which has feet on an isolated edge with a vertex where the
orthodisk has angle at least 3π/2. Thus, it is a significant problem to find
extremal lengths so that Lemma 5.3.1 may be invoked, and this restriction
informed our choice of height function after Definition 4.5.2. In particular, we
were careful not to have the special cycles referred to in Lemma 5.1.2 have feet
adjacent to edges where we would later push.
Moreover, in the cases where an edge E is not admissable for a given
holomorphic quadratic differential, we cannot — in general — expect to have
control over Re
∫
E Φν˙. This follows from an analysis similar to that in the
proof of the previous proposition or in the final paragraph of the proof of
Lemma 5.3.1: by choosing a branch of the map from a neighborhood of a
vertex to the upper half-plane, it is easy to see that there is no guarantee that
limb,δ→0Re
∫
Φν˙b,δ exists. However, a choice of consistent branches of those
maps from a neighborhood N(v) of a vertex v and from the reflection N(v∗)
of N(v) across the central diagonal show that Re
[∫
N(v) Φν˙b,δ +
∫
N(v∗)Φν˙
∗
b,δ
]
=
O(1) as b, δ → 0; i.e., the contributions from the terms in the expansions of
Φ of order z−α from α ≥ 1 cancel in pairs. Thus, while we then find that
limb,δ→0Re
∫
Φν˙b,δ exists — which we expect from ν˙b,δ always representing a
unique tangent vector to ∆ — we also find that the contributions of the terms
z−α(α ≥ 1) to the sign of Φ on nearby edges must be ignored in evaluating
limb,δ→0Re
∫
Φν˙b,δ.
Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 5.2.1. Conjugacy of the domains ΩGdh
and and ΩG−1dh requires that if we push an edge E ⊂ ∂ΩGdh into the domain
ΩGdh, we will change the Euclidean geometry of that domain in ways that
will force us to push the corresponding edge E∗ ⊂ ∂ΩG−1dh out of the domain
ΩG−1dh. To see this, observe that for finite length edges, the fact that the
angles add to multiples of 2π (see the table in §3.4) means that there is a pair
of homeomorphisms of ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh, respectively, which preserves the
verticality or horizontality of the bounding edges, but allows the two-image
domains ΩGdh
∗ and ΩG−1dh
∗, respectively, to fit together to form a locally
Euclidean space. (We can also require the homeomorphisms to preserve the
lengths of finite boundary edges; the domains will continue to fit together
as above.) We first discuss the situation of pushes of finite boundary edges.
Conjugacy requires that ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh have the same Euclidean lengths,
and for finite edges, this length is but a single measurement in the Euclidean
complex ΩGdh
∗ ∪ ΩG−1dh∗. But in this complex ΩGdh∗ ∪ ΩG−1dh∗, a push out
of a finite edge of ΩGdh
∗ is simultaneously a pushing in of the corresponding
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edge of ΩG−1dh
∗, and vice versa. Thus, because our homeomorphisms could be
taken to preserve a neighborhood of the boundary of the domains ΩGdh and
and ΩG−1dh, we see that a push out of a finite edge of ΩGdh is simultaneously
a pushing in of the corresponding edge of ΩG−1dh, and vice versa.
The corresponding statement for infinite edges is argued analogously, once
we remark that in the above argument about finite edges, (i) we never made use
of the lengths of the (finite) edges being pushed, so this quantity is irrelevant to
the discussion, and (ii) we also never made formal use of the cone angles being
at finite points in the plane – the arguments applied equally well to boundaries
of ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh fitting together at ∞.
We apply this general reasoning to the case of C = DH1,1. Our only push-
ing is along the locus Y∗ = {H(blue) = 0}, and we seek to push H1H2 and
H2H3. Here the measured foliations for the holomorphic quadratic differentials
Φmauve =
1
2dExtΩ.(mauve) are parallel to the sides being pushed and to the
neighboring sides. Proposition 5.3.2(i),(iii) then assert that the quadratic dif-
ferentials are admissible for those edges; Lemma 5.3.1 then implies that since
the Beltrami differentials ν˙Ω. have opposite signs on corresponding edges, so
do Φmauveν˙Ω.; thus
sgn dExtΩGdh(mauve)[ν˙ΩGdh ] = − sgn dExtΩG−1dh(mauve)[ν˙ΩG−1dh ].
This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.1.2 in this case, and hence also the
proof of Theorem 5.2.1.
Conclusion of the proof of Lemma 5.1.2. We begin with statement (i).
The general case of this statement is precisely analogous to the case of The-
orem 5.2.1; indeed, we can regard the locus Y from Lemma 5.1.2 as being a
version of the moduli space ∆ studied in Theorem 5.2.1. The coordinates ti1
and ti2 from the lemma are given by periods H1C1 − P1P2 exactly as in the
treatment of ∆1,1. In particular, the asymptotic estimates calculated in the
proof of Claim 5.2.2 continue to hold exactly as before, as the setting for those
estimates has changed in only insubstantial ways. (To see this, note that the
only changes are the we do not necessarily have that P2 tends to H2 on ΩGdh
(which does not affect the estimates since we continue to have |H1C1 − P1P2|
bounded away from zero), and the angle at P2 on ΩGdh has changed (also
immaterially as P2 is at some bounded distance from where the degeneracy is
occurring).)
Moreover, because the rest of the terms of HC vanish along the locus Y
to second order in the deformation variable, we see that any deformation of
the orthodisk will not alter the contribution of these terms to HC . Thus the
only effect of an infinitesimal deformation of an orthodisk system on Y to the
height function HC is to the terms H(ti1) and H(ti2), which we control as in
Theorem 5.2.1.
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For statement(ii) of the lemma, we deform as we did along the locus
Y∗ ⊂ Y, here pushing on a finite edge which is parallel to the foliation for Φti
(in the obvious notation) if and only its neighbors are. (It is worth remarking
that in the case of DH1,2, we will not be able to find an edge which is finite
on both ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh; in this case we will push on H1C1, which, relative
to the cycle H2H3 − P1P2 is admissible by Proposition 5.3.2(i),(ii). Thus the
proof above for the case m = n also extends to this case.)
This concludes the proof of the lemma.
6. Regeneration
In the previous section we showed how we might reduce the height function
HC at a critical point of a smooth locus Y, where the locus Y was defined as the
null locus of all but two of the heights, say H(ti1) and H(ti2). In this section,
we prove Lemma 5.1.3, which guarantees the existence of such a locus Y.
We will continue with the rather concrete exposition we used in §5; i.e.,
we will prove the existence of the genus five Costa tower, DH2,2 by using The-
orem 5.2.1 (the existence of the genus three Costa tower, DH1,1) to imply the
existence of a locus Y ⊂ ∆ = ∆2,2 — Lemma 5.1.2 and the properness Theo-
rem 4.5.1 then prove the existence. The arguments we give will immediately
generalize to prove the existence of a genus 2n + 1 Costa tower DHn,n, given
the existence of a genus g = 2n− 1 Costa tower DHn−1,n−1.
Indeed, our proof of Theorem A is by induction:
Inductive Assumption A. There exists a genus 2n − 1 Costa tower,
DHn−1,n−1.
Thus, all of our surfaces are produced from only slightly less complicated
surfaces; this is the general principle of ‘handle addition’ referred to in the
title.
For concreteness, our present goal is the proof of the statement:
Theorem 6.1. There is a reflexive orthodisk system for the configuration
DH2,2.
Start of proof. Let us use the given height H2,2 for DH2,2 and consider how
the heightH1,1 for DH1,1 relates to it, near a solutionX1 for the DH1,1 problem.
(As we observed, the situation extends to general DHn,n and DHn−1,n−1 with
simple added notation.)
Our notation is given in §4.4 and is recorded in the diagrams below: for
instance, the curve system δ connects the edges P1P2 and H2H3.
We are very interested in how an orthodisk system might degenerate.
One such degeneration is shown in the next figure, where the branch point
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P1 has collided with the vertex H1 on the orthodisk ΩG−1dh. This has the
effect, on the orthodisk ΩGdh of causing H1C1 to collapse and forcing the line
P1P2 (respectively, P4P5) to lie directly across from (resp., over) the point
H1 = C1 (resp., C2 = H5). The point is that the degenerating family of
(pairs of) Riemann surfaces in ∆C limits on (a pair of) surfaces with nodes.
(We recall that a surface with nodes is a complex space where every point
has a neighborhood complex isomorphic to either the disk {|z| < 1} or a pair
of disks {(z, w) ∈ C2|zw = 0}.) In the case of the surface corresponding to
ΩG−1dh, the components of the noded surface (i.e. the regular components of
the noded surface in the complement of the nodes) are difficult to observe, as
the flat structures on the thrice-punctured sphere components are simply single
points; on the other hand, in the case of the surface corresponding to ΩGdh,
the nodes are quite visible, as coming from a pair of sheets on the orthodisk,
with one infinite point and one finite point (drawn in paler lines on the figure
below on the right).
Curve system used for regeneration
Remark. In all of this, it is important to keep in mind that our flat
structures represent a Riemann surface with a meromorphic one-form. Thus
while there are no nontrivial holomorphic one-forms on a sphere (so that the
flat structure is given by the trivial form 0 ·dz, and is hence a point), there are
nontrivial meromorphic forms on a thrice-punctured sphere with poles only at
the punctures. The flat structures for those that occur in our present situation
are represented in our method by a bigon, with one finite and one infinite
vertex, connected by one horizontal and one vertical side.
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An important issue in this section is that some of our curves cross the
pinching locus on the surface, i.e. the curve on the surface which is being
collapsed to form the node. In particular, in the diagram, the curves µ and
ν are such curves, and so their depiction in the degenerated figure is, well,
degenerate; the curves either surround a point, or connect a point and an
edge, or connect a pair of edges on opposite sides of a node.
Degenerated orthodisks for the Costa towers
When we remove the thrice-punctured sphere components, we observe
(compare with the figures in §5.2 and §3.6) that we are left with an orthodisk
system for the lower genus configuration CDH1,1 , up to possibly relabeling ΩGdh
as ΩG−1dh and vice versa.
Our basic approach is to work backward from this understanding of de-
generation — we aim to “regenerate” the locus Y in ∆DH2,2 from the solution
X1 ∈ ∆DH1,1 .
We focus on the curves δ and γ, ignoring the degenerate curves µ and ν.
Let ∆2 be the geometric coordinate simplex for DH2,2.
(In the general case for ∆DHn,n , there are 2n − 2 nondegenerate curves
(say, for notational convenience {b1, . . . , b2n−2}), and two degenerate curves,
µ and ν. The case of DHm,n 6=m requires a separate but parallel treatment.)
We restate Lemma 5.1.3 in terms of the present (simpler) notation.
Lemma 6.2 (Regeneration). There is a smooth two-dimensional analytic
closed locus Y ⊂ ∆n so that ExtΩGdh(bi) = ExtΩG−1dh(bi) on Y, and Y is proper
in ∆n.
Proof. We again continue with the notation for n = 2, as the general
situation follows with just added notation.
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As putatively defined in the statement of the lemma, the locus Y would be
clearly closed, and would have nonempty intersection with ∆2 as ∆2 contains
the solution X1 to the genus 3 problem.
We parametrize ∆2 near X1 as ∆1× [(0, ε)× (0, ε)] and consider the map
Φ : (X, (t1, t2)) : ∆1 × [(0, ε) × (0, ε)] −→ R2
given by
(X, (t1, t2)) 7→ (ExtΩGdh(δ) − ExtΩG−1dh(δ),ExtΩGdh(γ)− ExtΩG−1dh(γ)).
Here, coordinates t1 and t2 refer to a specific choice of normalized geometric
coordinate; i.e., t1 = Im(P5C2 −→ H5H4) and t2 = Re(C2H5 −→ P4P5),
where the periods P5C2 −→ H5H4 and C2H5 −→ P4P5 are measured on the
domain ΩGdh (see the figure below). In terms of these coordinates, we note
that whenever either t1 = 0 or t2 = 0, we are in a boundary stratum of ∆2.
The locus {t1 > 0, t2 > 0} ⊂ ∆2 is a neighborhood in Int(∆2) with X1 in its
closure.
Geometric coordinates t1 and t2 for ∆2
Note that Φ(X1, (0, 0)) = 0 as X1 is reflexive.
Now, to find the locus Y, we apply the implicit function theorem, which
says that if
(i) the map Φ is differentiable, and
(ii) the differential dΦ
∣∣
TX1∆1
is an isomorphism onto R2,
then there exists a differentiable family Y ⊂ ∆2 for which Φ
∣∣
Y
≡ 0.
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In order to show the differentiability condition (i), we require a clarification
as to the meaning of the curve system γ, for points in ∆1 ⊂ ∂∆2. Here on
X1 we consider the distinguished points x and x
′ on the ΩG−1dh orthodisk, as
shown below.
Definitions of the points x and x′
By definition, these points x and x′ on ΩG−1dh of the solution X1 are
determined from continuing the levels C1P1 and P3C2 until they meet the axis
at H1C1 and C2H3, respectively. Then γ is defined on ∆1 ⊂ ∂∆2 as the curve
family connecting H1x and H3x
′. We extend the notion of the points x and x′
to the interior of ∆2 by declaring there that x = H1 and x
′ = H5, respectively.
The definition of γ then extends continuously to ∆2.
We now prove the differentiability (condition (i)) of Φ. As the locus
of ∆2 ∈ M̂5 × M̂5 is differentiable (here M̂5 refers to a smooth cover of
the relevant neighborhood of X1 ⊂ M5, where M5 is the Deligne-Mostow
compactification of the moduli space of curves of genus five) the theorem of
Gardiner-Masur [GM] implies that Φ is differentiable, as we have been very
careful to choose curves {δ, γ} which are nondegenerate in a neighborhood of
∆2 near the genus three solution X1, with both staying in a single regular
component of the noded surface.
We are left to treat (ii), the invertibility of the differential dΦ
∣∣
TX1∆1
. To
show that dΦ
∣∣
TX1∆1
is an isomorphism, we simply prove that it has no kernel.
To see this, choose a tangent direction in TX1∆1; as we may regard ∆1 ⊂
T0,8 × T0,8 as a subspace of the product of two Teichmu¨ller spaces of 8-times
punctured spheres, we may regard a tangent direction as a pair (νGdh, νG−1dh)
of Beltrami differentials, each representing a tangent direction to the points
[ΩGdh] ∈ T0,8 and [ΩG−1dh] ∈ T0,8, respectively. Yet at X1, the points [ΩGdh]
and [ΩG−1dh] represent the identical point in T0,8, so we begin by computing
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how the Beltrami differentials νGdh and νG−1dh relate to one another. To this
end, consider how an infinitesimal push in the sense of §5.3 on an edge E defines
Beltrami differentials νGdh and νG−1dh. Of course the conjugacy of ΩGdh and
ΩG−1dh provides, via the formulas of §5.3 the basic defining relation that if
νGdh has local expansion νGdh(z) =
1
2b
dz¯
dz near an interior point of an edge E,
then νG−1dh(ζ) =
1
2b
dζ¯
dζ . However, since X1 is reflexive, we may also assume,
in this particular case, the existence of a conformal map ζ : ΩGdh −→ ΩG−1dh
which preserves the vertices. Such a map takes vertical sides to horizontal
sides by construction and this has the local expansion ζ = ±i|c|z+0(|z|2) near
an interior point of an edge. We therefore compute the pullback of νG−1dh to
ΩGdh as
νG−1dh(ζ)
dζ¯
dζ
= νG−1dh(ζ)ζ¯
′/ζ ′
dz¯
dz
= (−νG−1dh(ζ) + h.o.t.)dz¯/dz
= − 1
2b
dz¯
dz
along the edge E. As we found in Remark 5.3.3, a similar computation (us-
ing symmetry to cancel apparent singularities) holds near the vertices. Thus
ζ∗νG−1dh = −νGdh, and since any deformation of X1 is given by a linear com-
bination of such infinitesimal pushes, we conclude that [νGdh] = −[νG−1dh]
as elements of the tangent space TΩGdhT0,8 = TΩG−1dhT0,8. Thus, any conju-
gacy preserving deformation of X1 destroys the conformal equivalence of ΩGdh
and ΩG−1dh to the order of the deformation, a statement which implies that
ker(dΦ) = {0}, as required.
To finish the proof of the lemma, we need to show that Y ∣∣
∆2
is an
analytic submanifold of T5 × T5, where T5 is the Teichmu¨ller space of genus
five curves. Now, there are two sets of analytic coordinates on ∆; one comes
from using the extremal lengths on ΩGdh of the height cycles, and one comes
from using the extremal lengths on ΩG−1dh of the height cycles. As the map
between the two coordinate systems is analytic with an analytic inverse (by
Ohtsuka’s formulae), we see that the locus Y, being defined as a level set of
linear functions in these coordinates, is analytic as well.
This concludes the proof of Lemma 6.2 for the case n = 2 and hence
also the proof of Theorem 6.1. We have already noted that the argument
is completely general, despite our having presented it in the concrete case
of DH2,2; thus, by adding more notation, we have proved Lemma 6.2 in full
generality.
Conclusion of the proof of Lemma 5.1.3. All that is left in the proof
of Lemma 5.1.3 is the remaining case (Case (ii)) of m < n. In this case,
the degeneration of the genus g + 1 case to the genus g case is given by a
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much simpler operation than that of the degeneration described earlier in this
section: here the degeneration consists of collapsing the two central finite edges
of the outer sheet of both ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh (see the figures below). Thus, the
corresponding regeneration consists of removing a neighborhood of the central
finite edges of the outer sheet of both ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh, and reconnecting the
boundary with a pair of short edges (see the figures below and compare to the
identical operation in [WW]).
Regenerating orthodisks for DHm,n, case m < n
The effect of this surgery is to replace the central vertex with a triple of
vertices which lie close to each other, as well as changing the cone angle of the
central vertex. The proof of Lemma 5.1.3 is then virtually identical to that of
the case of m = n: the only change is that instead of there being two curves
µ and ν that degenerate under the degeneration, there is, in the present case,
just a single degenerate curve ρ. Then with that change, the implicit function
theorem argument given above goes through unchanged, up to substituting ρ
for µ and ν, and obtaining a locus Y which is one-dimensional, rather than
the two-dimensional locus Y we obtained in the previous case m = n. To
satisfy the requirement that the cycle corresponding to the ti not be a finite
edge bully, we choose our new cycle to foot on the central finite edge and on
an infinite edge. Once we do this, the furthest finite edge E = H1C1 (and,
unless (m,n) = (1, 2), its immediate neighbors) will have neighbors which are
parallel to the foliation for Φti if and only if that foliation is parallel to E. This
concludes the proof of Lemma 5.1.3, and hence of the Main Theorems A and
B(i) (see the discussion after Lemmas 5.1.2 and 5.1.3), up to the proof that
DHm,n is embedded outside a compact set, which we treat in §9.
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7. Nonexistence of DHm,n for m > n
In the previous sections, we have seen that it is possible to add induc-
tively a handle or a plane together with a handle to the minimal surfaces of
type DHm,n, starting at DH1,1. This raises the question whether one can just
add planar ends. If we could do this with a single surface DHn,n, this would
(assuming its embeddedness) provide a counterexample to the Hoffman-Meeks
conjecture. In this section, we will show that this is not the case, at least not
in our setting of symmetry assumptions and chosen module sequences.
More precisely, we show that there are no surfaces of type DHm,n for
m > n. This proves the second statement of Theorem B. Recall that the
class of surfaces excluded by this statement consists only of those construed
from module sequences of type DHm,n which were characterized among other
possible module sequences as follows: The intersection of the surface with the
vertical symmetry planes has one connected component joining all points with
vertical normal on the z-axes; all other components join just two consecutive
ends.
Before proving the general statement, we give the basic example:
Example 7.1. There is no DH1,0. If there were an example of such a
surface, then we could compute, as in §3, that the corresponding domains
ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh would have the following shapes:
Nonexistence of DH1,0
For these domains to be conjugate, we require that the corresponding
periods from ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh sum to lie on one line; in all of our examples
so far, this line has been the 45-degree line {y = x}. In the present case,
we first determine this conjugation line by looking at the periods of the cycle
P3C2 → HC1. In ΩGdh, the period points upward while in ΩG−1dh, it points
to the right. So the conjugation line is necessarily the {y = x} diagonal. Now
look at the cycle HC1 → P1P2. By symmetry, its period must point upward
in ΩGdh. By conjugacy, its period in ΩG−1dh must point to the right. This is
impossible, since the branch point P1 cannot lie outside the outer sheet.
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Theorem 7.2. There is no minimal surface of type DHm,n with m > n.
Proof. Assume that we have a pair of reflexive orthodisks with m > n.
Depending on the parities of m and n, there are four cases to distinguish, but
the argument is the same in all cases. For the sake of concreteness, let us look
at the case m even and n odd. As in the example above, the conjugation line
is necessarily the y = x axis. Now (in this parity case) the orthodisks have the
form, near the symmetry axis, as in the diagrams below:
General nonexistence by induction
By symmetry, the cycle A : Hn+1Hn → PmPm+1 has in ΩG−1dh a period
pointing upward, so in ΩGdh a period pointing to the right. To keep the
branch point Pm within the outer sheet, this forces the period of the cycle
B : HnHn−1 → Pm−1Pm to point upward in ΩGdh and hence to the right
in ΩG−1dh. This in turn forces the period of the cycle C : Hn−1Hn−2 →
Pm−2Pm−1 to point upward in ΩG−1dh. Proceeding inductively like this, we
will reach at some point the conclusion that the cycle H1C1 → Pm−nPm−n+1
(which exists because m > n) points upward in ΩGdh and hence to the right
in ΩG−1dh. However, this clearly forces the branch point Pm−n to lie outside
the outer sheet. The other cases are completely analogous, starting always at
the symmetry diagonal on the orthodisk with a central inner sheet.
8. Extensions and generalizations
8.1. Higher dihedral symmetry. It is a well-known phenomenon that a sur-
face like our DHm,n with 4-fold dihedral symmetry has companions with higher
symmetry. In the framework of our approach, this is quite easy to achieve —
we only have to change the setup in §3 while the rest of the arguments in §§4–6
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remain valid. The orthodisks which reflect, in their orthogonal geometry, the
4-fold dihedral symmetry have to be replaced by skewdisks whose interior or
exterior angles are 2π/d where d is the order of the dihedral symmetry group.
Recall that our orthodisks represent a piece of the surface obtained by
cutting the surface by its two vertical symmetry planes with the metric induced
by a meromorphic 1-form. In the same way, a surface with 2d-fold dihedral
symmetry and an additional rotational symmetry around (say) the x-axis is
cut into 2d pieces, which we represent by skewdisks.
Vice versa, given such a skewdisk, one can take its double to obtain a
skewsphere and then take a d-fold cyclic branched cover branched over the
vertices. This covering should be chosen so that every second edge of the
original orthodisk becomes a branch cut, and so that each of the d copies of
the skewspheres is glued to two other spheres along these cuts. This is needed
to guarantee that the lifted cone metrics indeed define meromorphic 1-forms,
i.e. have no linear holonomy.
Here is an example of two such skewdisks for d = 4 which represent Weier-
strass candidate data for the DH1,1 surface with 8-fold dihedral symmetry:
Skewdisk for surfaces with 8-fold dihedral symmetry
All of the definitions and claims from §3 apply to this situation, with but
a few modifications. The vertex data become odd integers ai ≡ ±1 (mod 2d)
where ai represents a vertex with angle π(ai+2)/d. Under the construction of
the Riemann surface, this becomes a cone angle 2π(ai + 2) which corresponds
to a zero of order ai + 1 of the corresponding meromorphic 1-form. The suf-
ficient condition in Lemma 3.3.4 becomes ai + bi ≡ 0 (mod d), with similar
straightforward changes in the other affected results in §3. Also note that by
definition of the skewdisks and the associated Riemann surfaces, the divisors
of G and dh balance so that we obtain the Weierstrass representation of a
complete regular minimal surface.
In §4, the construction of the height function is unchanged, and for the
proof of its properness only §4.7 needs to be changed slightly: in Corollary 4.7.4
we get a different phase factor due to the fact that the angles under consider-
ation are no longer right angles. But all we need in this section is that
(1) the angles are ≡ ±π/d (mod 2π),
(2) corresponding angles of ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh always add to 0 (mod 2π).
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For Sections 5 and 6 we note that the skewdisks are just affinely distorted
orthodisks; this gives complete and explicit control over the behavior of all
extremal lengths, so that the tedious computations of §5 do not need to be
repeated.
Thus we arrive at the next result:
Theorem 8.1.1. For every triple of integers (d,m, n) with d ≥ 2,
1 ≤ m ≤ n there exists a complete minimal surface DHd,m,n ⊂ E3 of genus
(m+ n+1)(d− 1) which is embedded outside a compact set with the following
properties: it has 2n + 1 vertical normals at flat points of order d, 2m + 1
planar ends, and two catenoid ends. The symmetry group is generated by a
dihedral group of order 2d and a rotational symmetry around a horizontal axis.
8.2. Deformations with more catenoidal ends. The surfaces of type DHm,n
described in Theorem B had two catenoid ends and 2m+1 planar ends. Planar
ends can be viewed as catenoid ends with a vanishing coefficient of growth
(compare [Kap]), so it is natural to conjecture that the surfaces described in
Theorem B are each elements of a family of surfaces obtained by deforming
some of the planar ends into catenoid ends of varying growth rates, at least for
growth rates near zero. In this section, we prove a theorem confirming that
conjecture within the context of the surfaces studied in this paper, i.e., those
surfaces with exactly eight symmetries.
We begin with some notation and we define the growth rate αi of a
catenoidal or planar end Ei to be the residue of the form dh at that end.
The surfaces created in this section will have a symmetry about a central line;
thus the growth rate αi of the i
th end Ei will be the negative of the growth
rate α2m+4−i of the symmetric end E2m+4−i.
For a minimal surface with catenoidal or planar ends, let p denote the
number of planar ends and k denote the number of catenoidal ends.
Theorem 8.2.1. Choose growth rates α1, . . . , αm ∈ R near zero. Then
there is a complete minimal surface DHm,n(α1, . . . , αm) in E
3 with 2n + 1
vertical normals, k catenoidal ends and p ≥ 1 planar ends, where k+p = 2m+3.
The ends have growth rates 1, α1, . . . , αm, 0,−αm, . . . ,−α1, −1.
The proof follows the outline of the previous work, but involves a new type
of special point of the type R described in the table in §4. Space considerations
require us to defer the complete proof to [WW2]. There we also discuss how
to combine the constructions of Theorems 8.1.1 and 8.2.1.
8.3. Embeddedness aspects of DHm,n. In this section we collect some in-
formation about how embedded our minimal surfaces DHm,n are. First, for a
complete minimal surface of finite total curvature to be embedded, the ends
must be planar or catenoidal, all parallel and at different height. For different
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catenoidal ends which open in the up direction, the growth rate of the higher
end must be larger than the growth rate of the lower end so that they do not
intersect. A similar statement holds for catenoidal ends opening in the down
direction.
These conditions are necessary but not sufficient for embeddedness.
Definition 9.1. We call a complete minimal surface of finite total curvature
satisfying the above condition eventually embedded.
In the next result, we state that all of the surfaces DHm,n (with two
catenoidal ends) are eventually embedded, completing the proof of Theorem B.
In fact, we prove a slightly more general statement:
Theorem 9.2. Suppose there is a complete minimal surface of finite total
curvature given by ΩGdh and ΩG−1dh orthodisks such that the formal Weier-
strass data ai and bi satisfy
(1) ai, bi ∈ {−3,−1, 1, 3},
(2) 2 + ai + bi ≤ |ai − bi|,
(3) αi + bi ≡ 0 (mod 2).
Suppose that there are only two catenoidal ends, one necessarily pointing up
and the other down. Finally assume that all planar ends occur in only one
component of the orthodisk boundaries from which the two catenoidal vertices
have been removed. Then the minimal surface is eventually embedded.
Proof. The first condition ensures that we only have catenoidal ends or
planar ends; the second is equivalent to completeness. Because we only have
two catenoidal ends, we do not have to consider growth rates. The only thing
which remains to be checked is that the ends are at different heights. Using the
third condition and applying Lemma 3.3.4, we see that dh has only imaginary
periods. Clearly the two catenoidal ends represent the only infinite vertices of
the dh orthodisk. By assumption, all other ends are on one component of the
orthodisk boundary without the catenoidal vertices removed, so that they have
to arrange themselves in order. But the dh integrates to the height coordinate,
and so the ends are all at different height.
There is some further evidence that our surfaces are embedded: The Costa
surface is embedded; moreover, there is a periodic surface, due to Callahan,
Hoffman and Meeks (see Example 3.5.6), which is also embedded, and which
is, at least in a weak sense, a limit of the Costa towers DHm,m = CT2m+1.
Theorem 9.2 shows that the surfaces DHm,n are embedded outside of a
compact set. We do not yet have a proof that these surfaces, in general,
are embedded, yet we state next that any lack of embeddedness is somewhat
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inessential. Again space considerations require us to defer the argument to
[WW2], where we give two proofs, one exploiting the algebraic aspects (in
particular we use the Arf invariant – see [KS], [Pin], [HH]) of our construction,
and one exploiting the geometric aspects of our construction.
Proposition 9.3. The surface DHm,n is regularly homotopic in E
3 to an
embedding via a compactly supported regular homotopy that fixes neighborhoods
of the critical points of dh.
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